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Ágrip 

Tilgangur þessarar eigindlegu rannsóknar var að kanna samskiptaeinkenni 
spurninga og fyrirmæla kennara. Til þess voru spurningar og fyrirmæli 
kennara í náttúrufræði greind út frá málnotkunarfræðilegu sjónarhorni í 
þremur bekkjum á unglingastigi. Viðhorfi þátttakenda var bætt við 
rannsóknina í gegnum viðtöl við kennara og nemenda sitt í hvoru lagi eftir að 
kennslustundir höfðu verið teknar upp og greindar. Skoðanir þátttakenda 
hvað varðar tungumálanotkun kennara almennt og ummæli kennaranna í 
hljóðrituðum tímum voru viðfangsefni viðtalanna. Hin málnotkunarfræðilega 
greining byggir á talgjörðakenningum og kurteisiskenningum. Niðurstöður 
greiningarinnar voru að kennarar nota ákveðnar aðferðir til að milda 
beinskeytni staðreyndaspurninga sinna og að þeir gefa fyrirmæli á 
margbreytilegan hátt. Misjafnt var milli kennara hversu oft þeir milda 
staðreyndarspurningar og fyrirmæli. Þennan mismun má rekja til mismunandi 
samskiptastíla og til þess að félagsfræðilegar breytur sem valda aðgætni 
kennara í málnotkun eru stærri í einni kennslustofu en í hinum tveimur. 
Einnig er mismunur á því hvort kennarar nota efnislegar spurningar til að 
stjórna hegðun nemenda og hvort þeir spyrja frekar bekkinn í heild sinni eða 
einstaka nemendur. Meirihluti nemenda sagði að þeir væru hræddir við að 
gera sig að fífli í augum félaga sinna þegar kennarinn spyr þá 
staðreyndaspurninga og að kennaraspurningar hafi þess vegna neikvæð áhrif 
á þátttöku þeirra í kennslustundum. Kennarar voru misjafnlega meðvitaðir 
um að spurningar þeirra gætu valdið kvíða nemenda eða verið misskildar á 
annan hátt. Þessar niðurstöður hvetja kennara til þess að nota aðferðir sem 
gera samskiptauppbyggingu skólastofunnar sýnilega til þess að minnka líkur 
á því að málnotkun þeirra valdi neikvæðum viðbrögðum nemenda og 
takmarka þáttöku þeirra. 





 

Abstract 

The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore interactional 
characteristics of teachers’ questions and requests. This object was 
approached through pragmatically analysing teacher questions and requests 
in three adolescent science classrooms in Iceland. Participants’ views were 
added to the analysis through separate interviews with teachers and students, 
which were held after lessons had been video recorded and the pragmatic 
analysis had been conducted. During the interviews participants’ conceptions 
of teacher talk in general and of episodes recorded during lessons were 
explored. The pragmatic analysis, which is rooted in speech act theory and 
politeness theory, shows that teachers commonly use certain strategies to 
mitigate the directness of questions that target knowledge display of students 
and that they make requests of students in varied ways utilising almost the 
whole spectrum of request strategies. Differences between teachers relate to 
the frequency with which they mitigate their display questions and requests. 
These differences are traced to different interactional styles and to the fact 
that the sociological variables of distance and students’ power are larger in 
one classroom than in the other two. Further noticeable differences between 
teachers regard whether or not they use topical questions to control student 
behaviour and whether they predominantly ask the whole class or individual 
students. The majority of students report that they experience fear of 
embarrassment in their peers’ eyes when faced with display questions and 
that this causes teacher questions to have a negative impact on their 
participation. Teachers are shown to be differently aware of the fact that their 
questions can induce student anxiety or be misunderstood in other ways. 
These findings encourage the use of talk strategies that make the interactional 
architecture of adolescent classrooms more transparent in order to minimise 
the risk that teacher talk becomes the source of misunderstandings and 
adverse student perceptions. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Statement of problem 

Topic           

What all teachers, from the most progressive to the most traditional ones, 
have in common is that they interact with students and thus always range 
between exercising power over students and solidarising with them. The 
main vehicle they use for this purpose is talk. 

Research problem 

To teach is to get things done and in order to get things done teachers 
sometimes need to impose behaviour on their students such as paying 
attention or answering questions. Questions with the same content can be 
asked in many different ways. From a pragmatic standpoint a question like 
“What is the difference between osmosis and diffusion?“, posed by a speaker 
with some form of authority over the hearer, has a different interactional 
effect than a question containing the same proposition but formulated in this 
way: “Could anybody in here imagine what the difference between osmosis 
and diffusion might possibly be?“. While cognitive functions of teacher 
questions such as scaffolding of learning or determination of students’ 
knowledge have been researched extensively, their interactional effects have 
not been studied as much. What has been studied even less is how students 
perceive the interactional functions of teacher questions and other requests, 
i.e. what social and affective effects teacher questions have on students. 

Evidence justifying the research problem 

The dominance of cognitive functions in the research on teacher questions 
has been pointed out by Eshach, Dor-Ziderman, and Yefroimsky (2014, pp. 
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78-79). They suggest further research on the affective roles of classroom 
questions and how well teachers’ conceptualisations match the reality of 
students’ perceptions in this regard. Oliveira (2008, p. 297) also points to 
students’ interactional perspective as an area that is in need of further 
examination, especially what concerns students’ perceptions and 
understandings of teacher talk during science lessons. 

Teaching Icelandic adolescents in their mother tongue as someone who 
did not start to learn the language until after the age of 25 has made me rather 
perceptive of two things: students’ perceptions of teacher talk and the power 
dimension of language in the classroom. As a non-native speaker I struggle 
with Icelandic conjugation and case endings and have a comparatively 
limited vocabulary. Therefore, despite being in the institutionally sanctioned 
and interactionally elevated role of knowledge imparter, I am in a weakened 
position from a linguistic point of view. This inversion of the power dynamic 
has made me curious about the functions of talk in classroom interactions and 
how adolescent students perceive these functions or rather whether students 
and teachers view interactional functions of teacher talk similarly. 

The focus of this study is not on science as a school subject. Instead 
science education functions as a clearly delimited vehicle to study teacher 
talk. Another equally compelling vehicle is mathematics education. There are 
practical, personal, and pragmatic reasons for why I ended up choosing 
science over other subjects. I initially considered using either science or 
mathematics or both as subjects for this study. However, the former suits the 
purpose of this study better because it usually contains more whole classroom 
interaction than the latter. In Icelandic elementary schools mathematics 
education traditionally utilises seatwork to a great degree. This can 
complicate the finding of suitable lessons, i.e. lessons containing extended 
stretches during which teachers interact with the whole class. I have a 
diploma in forest science and therefore a deeper understanding of the content 
of science lessons than of e.g. social studies. Also I teach science and am 
therefore motivated to deepen my understanding of doing so. I refrained from 
considering second language classrooms because the introduction of a second 
language might have shifted the focus of this study away from interactional 
aspects and towards aspects of teachers’ second language proficiency.  
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Deficiencies in evidence 

During the two year master programme this thesis is a part of, teacher talk 
did not play a major role. Teacher questions were almost exclusively viewed 
from a cognitive point of view: the pros and cons of open versus closed 
questions were discussed and Socratic questioning was introduced as a 
teaching method. Interactional aspects of teacher questions were rarely 
mentioned. Interactional aspects of other teacher talk such as requests were 
only touched upon during discussions about school discipline policies. 
Formal talk with colleagues during the three year span I have been working 
as uncertified teacher – when it deviates from administrative matters and 
concerns student learning – usually is about subject matter and the cognitive 
aspects of learning. I can’t recall having a talk with a colleague not initiated 
by me during that time period that concerned either the interactional aspects 
of teacher questions or students’ perceptions of teacher talk. 

Audience 

Learning about how their cognitively intended questions carry interactional 
weight and are perceived by students can make teachers become more aware 
of the student perspective of the classroom. Thus teachers can gain an 
understanding of possible reasons for inhibited communication and this can 
lead to better communication inside classrooms where teachers’ intentions 
and students’ perceptions become more aligned. One specific group that 
might benefit from this study is the group of researched teachers themselves 
who might profit from an in-depth analysis of the interactional functions of 
their talk and also learn more about how students view their question and 
request use. Lastly, this study might be of interest to educational science 
curriculum makers. It might make them consider including interactional 
aspects of teacher talk and students’ perspectives of it in their curricula. 

One of the aims of this study is to observe when the use of teachers’ 
requests and questions accentuates teacher authority and thus interactional 
asymmetry and when it emphasises solidarity with students and thus 
interactional symmetry. The second aim of this study is how teachers and 
students perceive teacher requests and questions from an interactional point 
of view. Adolescent students are especially interesting for this analysis 
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because the interactional status accorded to people changes during 
adolescence (Dalton-Puffer, 2005, p. 1282). 

1.2 Literature review 

This literature review tries to provide a theoretical base for analysing teacher 
questions and requests from an interactional point of view. When teachers 
and students talk they adopt particular interactional positions with respect to 
each other (Wortham, 1996, p. 344). In other words the interaction between 
teachers and students is often asymmetric in traditional classrooms where 
teachers take on elevated interactional roles such as authorities and experts 
while students have lower interactional positions such as novices (Oliveira, 
2008, p. 11). Language functions both as medium and evidence for this 
interactional asymmetry. Exemplary for this are the prevalent discourse 
structures in teacher-centred classrooms in which teachers initiate talk, 
students are expected to respond at suitable times, and subsequently teachers 
evaluate student responses. Teachers are therefore in an elevated position to 
ask students questions or make lesson related requests of them. Politeness 
theorists view human interaction as a continuous struggle for balance 
between the conflicting face-wants of individuals (Brown & Levinson, 1987, 
p. 62). Teachers are in the precarious position to have to impose something 
on their students by requesting something of them.  

In dealing first with speech act theory I will lay a foundation to look at 
teacher questions and requests from a formal point of view and create the 
tools to determine certain kinds of speech acts and instances where single 
utterances can have multiple interactional meanings. By dealing with 
politeness theory I will create a framework to analyse why teachers utilise 
specific strategies when asking and requesting something of students. The 
latter part of the literature review will apply these general theories to the 
science classroom by looking at studies that have dealt with interpersonal 
aspects of teacher talk there. Concluding the literature review will be an 
overview over what research has found with regard to teachers’ and students’ 
perceptions of teachers’ questions and requests. 
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Part I 

Speech act theory  

The basic idea of speech act theory as formed by J. L. Austin and refined by 
John R. Searle is that the uttering of a sentence is an action within the 
framework of social conventions (Huang, 2014, p. 119). Uttered sentences 
become actions performed through speech, i.e. they constitute speech acts. 
There are three components of speech acts: locutionary act, illocutionary act, 
and perlocutionary act. A locutionary act can be described as the production 
of any meaningful linguistic expression or the basic act of speaking (Huang, 
2014, p. 127). By producing a meaningful linguistic expression a speaker 
intends to perform an action “by virtue of the conventional force associated 
with it“ (Huang, 2014, p. 127). The intended action is called the illocutionary 
act while any effect an utterance may have on a hearer – even an unintended 
one – is called perlocutionary act or effect (Huang, 2014, p. 130). The 
illocutionary act consists of its propositional content and its illocutionary 
force. The propositional content of the illocutionary act is what is e.g. 
asserted in the act of asserting or requested in the act of requesting. Its 
illocutionary force comprises the actions being performed, e.g. asking, 
asserting and requesting to name just a few. Illocutionary force thus 
combines the illocutionary point of the illocutionary act with its strength 
(Sbisà, 2009, p. 234). Therefore an illocutionary force such as commanding 
has the same point as requesting but differs in its strength. Illocutionary force 
is often conveyed by illocutionary force indicating devices (IFID), the most 
direct of which would be the use of so-called performative verbs as in I 
request you to vacuum this room. More often, however, other IFIDs are being 
used to convey intention. They include word order, the mood of the verb, 
stress, and intonation contour (Searle, 1969, p. 30). 

According to Searle, speakers fulfil certain felicity conditions or obey 
certain conventional rules that constitute the respective speech act (Searle, 
1969, p. 22). The felicity conditions a speaker has to fulfil to perform a 
particular illocutionary act are divided into four basic conditions: the 
propositional content condition, the preparatory condition, the sincerity 
condition, and the essential condition (Searle, 1969, p. 63). As its name 
applies relates the propositional content condition to the propositional content 
of the illocutionary act and is therefore concerned with what the speech act is 
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about. The two preparatory conditions state the real world requirements for 
the speech act. The sincerity condition relates to the psychological state of 
the speaker, i.e. requires that he wants what he implies with the speech act. 
Finally, “the essential condition defines the act being performed in the sense 
that the speaker has the intention that his or her utterance will count as the 
identifiable act, and that his intention is recognized by the addressee” 
(Huang, 2014, p. 132). The rules are illustrated using the examples of 
questions and requests in Table 1.1. 

 
Table 1.1 Felicity conditions for the speech acts question and request 

(adapted from Searle, 1969, p. 66).  

Types of felicity 
condition 

Question Request 

Propositional 
content 

Any proposition or 
propositional function 

Future act A of H* 

Preparatory (a) S* does not know "the 
answer," i.e. does not know 
if the proposition is true, or, 
in the case of the 
propositional function, does 
not know the information 
needed to complete the 
proposition truly. 

(a) H is able to do A. S 
believes H is able to do 
A. 

  (b) It is not obvious to both S 
and H that H will provide the 
information at that time 
without being asked 

(b) It is not obvious to 
both S and H that H will 
do A in the normal course 
of events of his own 
accord. 

Sincerity S wants this information. S wants H to do A. 
Essential Counts as an attempt to elicit 

this information from H. 
Counts as an attempt to 
get H to do A. 

S denotes speaker and H denotes hearer. 
 

The latter preparatory condition, the sincerity condition, and the essential 
condition are closely related for questions and requests. The main difference 
between the two illocutionary act categories is that questions are about the 
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elicitation of information while requests are attempts to get the hearer to do 
any act A. Since this act could also be the provision of information, questions 
can be seen as specific kind of requests (Schiffrin, 1994, pp. 71-72). 
Questions and requests differ with regard to their propositional content 
condition: while questions can have any propositional content, i.e. can be 
about anything, requests concern a future act of the hearer. Thus requests can 
be defined as “attempts on the part of the speaker to get the hearer to perform 
some kind of action or cessation of action” (Ellis, 1992, p. 5). One of the real 
world prerequisites of questions is that the speaker does not know the answer. 
Searle, however, distinguished between real questions, for which this is valid, 
and exam questions, where the speaker wants to find out whether the hearer 
knows the answer (Searle, 1969, p, 66). This distinction is important for 
classroom questions. Because of their relatedness to requests questions are 
also often called requests for information in the functional grammar literature 
while other kinds of requests are called requests for action. Halliday and 
Matthiesen (2014, p. 136) for example distinguished between demands for 
information on the one side and demands for actions, goods, and permissions 
on the other side. The terms questions and requests for information will be 
used interchangeably in this thesis, as will be the terms requests and requests 
for action. 

Indirect speech acts 

Requests for information can often be used to convey requests for action as 
the notorious example Can you pass the salt? illustrates: the speaker is not 
interested in inquiring about the hearer’s ability to pass the salt but requests 
him to pass it in a more indirect way. In the following paragraphs I am going 
to first summarise the literature on how such indirect speech acts are 
accomplished and how they can be analysed before turning my attention to 
why indirectness is applied in interpersonal communication.  

Direct speech acts are those where sentence type and illocutionary force 
match, such as when imperative formats are used to convey commands and 
when explicit performatives are used (Huang, 2014, p. 137). In other words, 
the speaker means exactly what he says and intends to produce a specific 
illocutionary effect in the hearer by getting him to recognise his intention 
(Searle, 1979, p. 30). However, there are many examples in talk where the 
meaning of utterances and sentences come apart such as hints, irony, and 
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indirect requests, i.e. when “one illocutionary act is performed indirectly by 
way of performing another“ (Searle, 1979, p. 30). The answer to the question 
how a speaker communicates more than he actually says is answered by 
Searle (1979, p. 32) thus that the speaker and hearer rely on their mutually 
shared linguistic and non-linguistic background knowledge and the general 
powers of rationality and inference. The inferring Searle mentions has been 
studied by the philosopher Paul Grice (1975, pp. 45-46) who proposes that 
conversation builds on the Co-operative principle whose meaning is 
contained in the four maxims of quality (let your contribution be truthful), 
quantity (let your contribution be as informative as required), manner (let 
your contribution be clearly expressed), and relevance (let your contribution 
be relevant to the matter at hand). Although speakers do not observe all four 
maxims all the time, at least at the surface level, hearers interpret speakers’ 
contributions “as if they were intended to observe the maxims at some level 
of meaning other than that contained in the semantic content of the utterance“ 
(Rowland, 2000, p. 83). Thus “communication involves the publication and 
recognition of intentions“ (Sperber and Wilson, 1986, p. 24). To theoretically 
describe indirect speech acts Searle (1979, p. 33) assumes the existence of a 
dual illocutionary force of speech acts, a literal secondary force and a non-
literal primary force. By drawing on the above mentioned shared background 
knowledge and powers of inference, Searle (1979, pp. 34-36) describes how 
participants of conversation proceed in their understanding from the literal to 
the primary force of utterances. 

Although the primary force of an indirect speech act differs from the 
semantic content of the utterance, the effect of the primary, non-literal force 
is intended by the speaker. However, how exactly a speech act effects the 
hearer may deviate from a speaker’s intention. As mentioned above is the 
effect an utterance may have on a hearer called perlocutionary effect. The 
main differences between illocutionary and perlocutionary effects are that 
perlocutionary effects are not always intended by the speaker and are not 
under full control of the speaker. They are also less conventionally tied to 
linguistic forms (Huang, 2014, p. 130), i.e. more subjective in their 
interpretation. 
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Politeness theory 

Now that the how of indirect speech acts has been discussed I turn my 
attention to why speakers choose indirect strategies. Penelope Brown and 
Stephen C. Levinson developed a framework that views politeness as a core 
strategy in human interaction. At the centre of their theory is the notion of 
face, i.e. “the public self-image that every member wants to claim for 
himself“ (Brown and Levinson, 1987, p. 61). Brown and Levinson differ 
between negative and positive face wants. The “want of every ‘competent 
adult member’ that his actions be unimpeded by others“ (Brown and 
Levinson, 1987, p. 62) is called negative face want. Positive face want is “the 
want of every member that his wants be desirable to at least some others“  
(Brown and Levinson, 1987, p. 62). Interactants are emotionally invested in 
their face and, for the sake of keeping their own face – since others can 
defend their own face when attacked – usually cooperate in maintaining the 
face of others in interaction (Brown and Levinson, 1987, p. 61). In daily 
interaction and especially for teachers in institutional settings such as schools 
it is unavoidable to impose something on students. Actions that thus run 
contrary to the face wants of the hearer are called face threatening acts 
(Brown and Levinson, 1987, p. 65). Rational interactants estimate the risk of 
face loss before choosing from a number of strategies when faced with 
having to perform face threatening acts (FTAs). What strategy they choose 
depends on the payoffs of each strategy as well as on sociological variables. I 
will illustrate the role of payoffs and sociological variables using requests as 
an example. The advantages of the most direct strategy of bald-on-record 
FTAs – in our case unmitigated direct requests using e.g. the imperative form 
– are efficiency and clarity (Brown and Levinson, 1987, p. 72). The 
advantages of on-record FTAs that redress or mitigate their face threatening 
potential by appealing to the hearer’s negative face (often using pragmatic 
indirectness) are to satisfy the hearer’s negative face to some degree. The 
difference between bald and redressed FTAs is not one of illocutionary point 
but of illocutionary force. The advantage of the even less imposing strategy 
of off-record FTAs such as hints are that the hearer’s negative face can be 
satisfied to a greater degree than with on-record payoffs and the speaker can 
also avoid responsibility for his actions, i.e. negate the FTA if being inquired 
about it. The least imposing strategy, of course, is avoiding the FTA 
altogether, i.e. not requesting anything from the hearer.  
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The sociological variables determining risk of face loss and therefore a 
speaker’s choice of requests consist of the social distance (D) between 
speaker and hearer, the relative power (P) of hearer over speaker, and the 
absolute ranking (R) of impositions in the particular culture (Brown and 
Levinson, 1987, p. 74). According to Brown and Levinson (1987, p. 76) 
interactants calculate the risk or weightiness Wx of a FTA x by adding these 
three factors before accordingly choosing a suitable strategy for the FTA. To 
illustrate this, there is little social distance between a teacher and his students 
if he has been teaching them regularly for quite some time, and students 
usually have relatively little power over the teacher. Therefore the teacher, if 
he acts as rational agent, will choose rather direct strategies for FTAs that 
have low imposing values such as asking the student to read an answer from 
his homework assignment, but less direct strategies for more imposing 
requests such as when asking a student for a favour. It is important to note, 
however, that the values for P, D, and R can vary from one FTA to the next 
even inside the same classroom: a teacher might know one student better than 
the other (varies D), might be wary of another student (higher P of the 
student over the teacher) or be differently direct when asking about different 
topics (varies R). 

Part II 

In this second part of the literature review I will focus on what has been 
researched with regard to the interpersonal aspects of teacher questions and 
requests.  

Teacher requests 

Christiane Dalton-Puffer (2005) applied Brown and Levinson’s framework in 
her study of requests in six adolescent content-and-language-integrated 
classrooms in Austria. She operationalized the degree of impositions of 
requests by utilising the differentiation between demands for information and 
those for actions, goods, and permission proposed by Halliday and 
Matthiesen (2014, p. 136). She used a scheme developed by Blum-Kulka, 
House and Kasper (1989, pp. 17-19) that had been modified by Trosborg 
(1995, p. 205) to order English request strategies along a scale of directness 
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(Dalton-Puffer, 2005, p. 1279). This scheme is reproduced with adaptions in 
Table 1.2 using different examples. 

 
Table 1.2 English request strategies sorted along a gradient of increasing 

directness (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989, pp. 17-19; Trosborg, 1995, p. 205) 
illustrated using the hypothetical situation of a teacher requesting from 
students to quiet down 

Strategies Examples 

Indirect request  
Mild hints I can’t hear what she is saying. 
Strong hints It is very loud in here. 

Conventionally indirect (hearer based conditions) 
Ability Would you be able to quiet down? 
Willingness Would you be willing to quiet down? 
Permission May I proceed in a quiet classroom? 
Suggestory formulae How about less noise in here? 

Conventionally indirect (speaker based conditions) 
Wishes I would like for you to quiet down. 
Desires and needs I want/need you to quiet down. 

Direct requests  
Obligation You have to quiet down. 
Hedged performatives I would like to ask you to quiet 

down. 
Unhedged performatives I require you to quiet down. 
Imperatives Quiet down! 
Elliptical phrases Quiet! 

 
Dalton-Puffer then quantified how often the different request strategies 

were used for requests for information and actions, respectively. Additionally 
she analysed how teachers modified their requests using external modifiers, 
and syntactic or lexical downgraders and looked for interpersonal differences 
between teachers (Dalton-Puffer, 2005, p. 1980). Her main findings were that 
requests for information were often made without discourse modification 
because they are sanctioned by a teacher’s institutional role (Dalton-Puffer, 
2005, p. 1282). Requests for actions, on the other hand, were almost always 
redressed using mitigation strategies (Dalton-Puffer, 2005, p. 1285). Bald-on-
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record requests such as commands were made only six times during six and a 
half hours of recorded lessons (Dalton-Puffer, 2005, p. 1285). She also found 
that individual speakers use different sub-repertoires of request strategies and 
traced the reasons for this to differences in their language proficiency and to 
differences in how they interpret social constellations. Furthermore she found 
differences between Austrian English speakers and native English speakers 
and traced them to the more moderating nature of Austrian pragmatics. 

Teacher questions 

Teacher questions serve a multitude of functions and can be categorised in a 
variety of ways (Chin, 2007 p. 823; Eshach et al., 2014, p. 71; Koufetta-
Menicou & Scaife, 2000, p. 81; Oliveira, 2009, pp. 425-426; Yip, 2004, p. 
78). The most important distinction for this study is the differentiation into 
display and referential questions proposed by Oliveira (2009, pp. 425-426). 
Display questions serve as oral tests that require of students to publicly 
display their knowledge. Searle (1969, p. 66) encountered the fact that what 
he called exam questions were different from real questions by mentioning  
that the sought after answer of exam questions was not a piece of information 
but the state of the hearer’s knowledge with regard to the information, thus 
adapting the first preparatory felicity condition. However, as Roth (1996, p. 
711) has argued, display questions violate further fundamental characteristics 
of genuine questions, i.e. that the teacher is sincerely interested in learning 
the answer (violating Searle’s sincerity condition) and that he believes that 
the student is willing to and can provide the answer. Referential questions, on 
the other hand, are not intended to test students’ knowledge but serve as 
genuine requests for information the teacher needs in order to progress with 
his lesson (Oliveira, 2009, pp. 425-426).  

Teacher questions in science classrooms have been extensively researched 
from a functionally cognitive point of view (Oliveira, 2009, p. 424). This can 
be seen clearest when looking at the question categories researchers use to 
make sense of the multitude of teacher questions. Some scholars focus on the 
scaffolding functions of questions and therefore have detailed categories for 
questions aiming at higher-level thinking (Koufetta-Menicou & Scaife, 2000, 
p. 81), productive thinking (Chin, 2007 p. 823), or conceptual change (Yip, 
2004, p. 78). Eshach et al. (2014, p. 71) use a feasible categorisation into 
questions not related to the learning process (administrative and distractive 
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questions), monitoring questions (teacher feedback and student prompt 
questions), and content questions.  

Research focussed on the interactional functions of teacher questions is 
rarer than research focussed on cognitive aspects. Edwards and Mercer 
(1987, p. 142) found science teachers having a great degree of control over 
students’ discovery experiences by employing authoritative eliciting 
practices, e.g. through wording questions in ways that prescribed certain 
answers, thus disguising subtle forms of teacher authority. In the same vein 
Wellington and Osborne (2001, p. 32) discovered that science teachers posed 
what they called pseudo-questions, i.e. questions that appeared open-ended 
but were actually closed and required students to guess the answer the teacher 
was thinking about thus putting them in a deferential position. Blanton, 
Westbrook, and Carter (2005, p. 11) found that mathematics and science 
teachers often posed simple and leading questions to place cognitive 
boundaries on students’ thinking thus fostering “an illusionary zone of 
promoted action“ that filtered the students’ contributions towards the teachers 
problem-solving approach. Carlsen and Hall (1997, p. 17) found that teachers 
lacking content knowledge used fact-oriented questions to close down 
classroom conversations that went away from material they were familiar 
with.  

In his PhD thesis, Alandeom W. de Oliveira researched the interactional 
dimension of inquiry-based science classrooms. In his study he monitored 
how teachers’ pragmatic behaviour changed after they participated in a 
professional development programme focussed on language use in science 
classrooms. He found that teachers became more aware of the interactional 
qualities of teacher talk, i.e. their use of directives and questioning strategies 
(Oliveira, 2008, p. 163). Overall, their question strategies shifted from a 
predominant use of display questions towards using more sincere questions. 
This was valid both for the didactic focus of their questions and for linguistic 
features of their questions such as their format and use of personal pronouns, 
hedges, and prefaces. A table summarising the linguistic features of display 
and sincere questions is shown below (adapted from Oliveira, 2008, p. 265).  
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Table 1.3 Linguistic features of display and sincere questions (reproduced 
from Oliveira, 2008, p. 265) 

Features Display questions Genuine questions 

Primary focus Student recall of 
scientific terminology or 
of shared classroom 
experiences; student 
knowledge of standard 
scientific concepts 

Student articulation of their 
own ideas and 
understandings; students’ 
individual and informal 
experiences; student thinking 
and reasoning 

Format Yes-or-no questions; 
convergent WH-questions 

Prefaced yes-or-no questions; 
open-ended WH-questions 

Personal 
pronouns 

Absent; first-person 
pronouns (I- or we-
questions) 

You-questions; indefinite 
pronominal forms (e.g. 
anybody) 

Hedges Absent Plausibility shields (e.g. 
might, can, possibly) 

Prefaces Absent “What do you think…?” 
“Does anybody know…?” 

Intonation Unmarked Marked (emphatic tone) 

 
The interaction between teacher and students ensuing from teacher questions 
in teacher-centred classroom has been shown by Mehan (1979, p. 55) to 
follow the general pattern of teacher initiation, student response, and teacher 
evaluation regarding the correctness of the student response (IRE). In more 
student-centred classroom the third move is often used instead to provide 
follow-up information or provide a more neutral feedback (Mortimer & 
Scott, 2003, p. 41). The same authors also found that a science teacher of 
adolescents extended the IRF sequence through repeated neutral feedback to 
IRFRF chains allowing students to articulate their own ideas (Mortimer & 
Scott, 2003, p. 41).  

Micro-analysing a different kind of talk, Labov and Fanshel (1977, pp. 58-
70) used a comprehensive discourse analysis approach to analyse the 
interaction ensuing requests during therapeutic discourse. They propose a 
hierarchical structure between the semantic meaning of utterances and 
underlying speech acts. In their model, one utterance can produce several 
speech acts with the one removed the furthest from the utterance often being 
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the primary speech act. They weave individual utterances together in a matrix 
where subsequent speech acts are connected between utterances often at 
several levels at once (Labov & Fanshel, 1977, p. 176). In their model 
requests are reacted to by the hearer by giving what is requested, putting off 
the request, or refusing it either with or without giving an account for the 
refusal. The speaker reacts to the hearer’s turn by choosing from a finite set 
of possibilities.  

Teachers’ and students’ views of teacher questions 

Haney, Czerniak and Lumpe (1996, p. 984) found that science teachers 
believed in the following positive functions of their questions: the 
development of interest and curiosity in their students, the encouragement of 
thinking and positive attitudes towards science, the development of 
independent thoughts, and the connection of science to their everyday lives. 
Eshach et al. (2014, p. 72) found that science teachers attributed the same as 
well as additional functions such as interacting with students and maintaining 
student attentiveness to their questions. On the other hand there are a number 
of researchers that have found worries of teachers related to the use of 
especially higher order thinking questions. Lehesvuori et al. (2011, p. 718) 
found that student teachers perceived the use of dialogic teaching to be 
challenging because it made their classes susceptible to a lack of discipline 
and because the approach was more time consuming than teacher-centred 
approaches. Oliveira (2009, p. 424) distinguishes between the majority of 
science teachers who view their questions as predominantly cognitive in 
nature and a minority that has a socially oriented attitude towards the 
function of their questions. Eshach et al. (2014, p. 76) found inconsistencies 
between teachers’ attitudes towards their question use and their actual in-
class actions: teachers believed that they asked a substantial number of high 
level questions when in reality 80% of their questions were either low-level 
or administrative questions. Ainley (1988, p. 97) discovered that primary 
school mathematics teachers and students experienced the purpose of 
questions differently. The students had become so used to the testing aspect 
of questions that is dominant in mathematics lessons that they perceived 
other question categories such as genuine and directing questions as testing 
questions as well. 
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1.3 Research purpose and research questions 

The purpose of this qualitative study is to explore pragmatic aspects of 
teacher-student interaction in three adolescent science classrooms in Iceland 
using teacher questions and requests by way of example. Methodically this 
aim is approximated on two levels: on the one hand by pragmatically 
analysing episodes that transpired during the recorded lessons and on the 
other hand by analysing interviews during which teachers and students 
expressed among other things how they perceived the same episodes. 

The research question this study tries to answer is: What inferences can be 
drawn from science teachers’ question and request use about the interactional 
relationships with their adolescent students? 

This central research question is approached by dividing it into process-
related sub-questions. I will try to answer the first two questions through a 
pragmatic analysis whereas the third question will be approached using one-
on-one interviews with teachers and focus groups of students. 

 
1. How do teachers use questions and requests from an interactional point 

of view?  
2. How do teachers differ in their question and request use from an 

interactional point of view? 
3. How do teachers and students view teachers’ use of questions and 

requests from an interactional perspective? 
 
Based on my own experience as teacher and student I expect teacher 

questions to be formulated predominantly in ways that underline teachers’ 
role as experts and therefore support their authority. I also expect potential 
tension in the classroom to manifest itself in teachers’ questions and or 
requests. I find it hard to predict whether teachers will differ considerably in 
their question and request use from an interactional point of view. The reason 
for this is that situationally I myself draw from a wide spectrum of directness 
when asking questions and making requests and expect other teachers to do 
so as well. The question whether teachers’ spectra of directness overlap to a 
great degree is therefore not only dependent on their personal characteristics 
but also the situations they act in. Lastly, I expect teachers’ and students’ 
views of the interactional characteristics of teachers’ questions to diverge to a 
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noticeable extent based on generational differences that hamper the putting of 
oneself in the other’s shoes.  
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2. Methods 

This chapter starts with a description of the data collection process before the 
data analysis of the recorded lessons and interviews will be described in 
sequence. It concludes with an anonymised depiction of the participants. 

2.1 Data collection 

The data collection process was organised according to Creswell’s (2012, p. 
205) five steps of data collection, i.e. identifying participants, gaining access 
to them, determining the types of data to collect, developing data collection 
forms, and administering the process in an ethical fashion. 

Identification of participants and obtainment of access 

Iceland is an extremely sparsely populated country. For the practical reasons 
of relative vicinity and its accumulation of elementary schools, Akureyri was 
chosen as data collection site. The head of the school department was 
contacted and granted his permission to contact the community’s elementary 
schools for data collection purposes. There are ten elementary schools 
containing grades one through ten in Akureyri. Three were excluded because 
of their small size with less than 20 students each. The other seven have 
student numbers between 200 and 500 (Akureyri Municipality, 2016, n.p.) 
which guaranteed individual classes of comparable size. Three schools were 
chosen at random and their principals contacted with a letter asking whether 
any science or mathematics teachers of adolescents (grades eight through ten) 
were willing to participate in the study. At that point of the study I regarded 
science and mathematics lessons as equally compelling study subjects. 

Not all schools contacted initially were able to accommodate my request. I 
also had to exclude one teacher willing to participate in the study because her 
lessons contained virtually no teacher-centred segments. In sum three of six 
schools contacted were willing to participate and four of the five inclined 
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teachers were chosen as participants. Three of them taught science while one 
taught mathematics.  

The original idea for this study was to research the pragmatics of either 
science or mathematics lessons in adolescent classrooms. Therefore both 
science and mathematics teachers were initial targets for data collection. 
While recording the mathematics lessons it became clear that they contained 
very little whole class interaction and were therefore deemed incomparable to 
the science lessons. The mathematics lessons were therefore not analysed any 
further and are not reported in this study. This meant that three teachers 
remained for the one on one interviews that constituted the later part of the 
data collection. 

Determination of types of data to collect 

Due to the pragmatic nature of this study it was necessary to video record all 
lessons. Only recordings made it possible to revisit utterances and transcribe 
them verbatim, which was essential for their in-depth analysis. In comparison 
to audio recordings, video recordings have the added benefit that they make 
the identification of speakers easier and allow for the inclusion of non-verbal 
expressions.  

All teachers were video recorded three different times. The camera was 
placed in the back of the classrooms so as to be the least obtrusive. For the 
same reason the camera was moved very little, which lead to the fact that 
usually only the front of the class was in the shot and not all interaction, e.g. 
that with students situated in the back, was picked up by the camera. Instead 
of using the built-in or any stationary microphone, teachers wore a wireless 
microphone. This approach was chosen because the emphasis of this study 
was on teacher talk. However, the voices of students engaging with the 
teacher during whole class discussion or in smaller settings were usually 
recorded clearly as well.  

In order to get the teachers’ views on their language use with regard to the 
third research question one-on-one interviews with open ended questions 
were held after the video recordings were analysed and edited. To get the 
students’ point of view interviews were held with one group per teacher. It 
was deemed that interviews with all students would go beyond the scope of 
this study. Therefore six to seven students were chosen by their respective 
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teacher to participate in focus groups. Teachers were instructed to choose 
students purposefully (Creswell, 2012, p. 206) thus that they included 
students from all ability levels and both genders. The only caveat I made was 
that the chosen students were generally unshy and talkative.  

Development of data collection forms 

There was no need for elaborate data collection forms to use during the 
lessons since they were video recorded. Among the things that I noted down 
during recordings was a seating plan containing student names, points in time 
of special interest, and preliminary ideas for the ensuing analysis.  

Interview guides containing open ended questions and more specific 
probes were drafted for the interviews with teachers and students (Matthews 
& Ross, 2010, pp. 246-247). The interview guide for the teachers contained 
the same questions as the one for the students plus additional ones regarding 
the teachers’ professional background (Appendix 1). The interview guides 
contained three parts. The first part contained questions with regard to the 
teacher’s professional background (teachers only), the relationship between 
the teacher and his students and about teacher questions and questions in 
general. The third part of the interview guide contained questions regarding 
the effect of teacher questions on student participation, sources of teacher 
authority, ideas for sources of misunderstandings between students and 
teachers, and general ideas for whether and how teachers might improve their 
question use. The central part of the interview guide revolved around the 
elicitation of participants’ reactions to video clips from the respective 
lessons. Between 12 and 16 short clips ranging from few to 30 seconds in 
length were shown to the participants. Usually two clips per question and 
request category were shown and the participants were asked about functions 
and students’ perceptions of the depicted teacher utterances. Teachers and 
students were only shown video clips from their own lessons. 

Administration of data collection in an ethical manner 

In its norms for studies performed in its schools the Akureyri school 
department lists the requirements researchers have to fulfil to be allowed to 
collect data. Among other things the department requires that data collection 
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does not disturb school business and student learning unnecessarily (Akureyri 
Municipality, 2003, n.p.). All measures were taken to disturb the recorded 
lessons as little as possible. All students participating in the focus groups 
missed one school lesson during the interviews. However, by participating in 
interviews dealing with the interactional implications of language use 
students received the chance to progress in becoming aware of their 
responsibility as language users which the Icelandic national curriculum 
states as one of its competencies in Icelandic (Ministry of Education, Science 
and Culture, 2014, p. 97). 

A second requirement of the school department is that studies in which 
under age students participate seek their guardians’ informed consent. 
Informed consent forms were sent to the students’ guardians (Appendix 2). 
The students’ right to stop their participation at any time was emphasised at 
the beginning of the interviews. None of the students’ guardians or any of the 
students themselves refused their participation. 

A third requirement is that studies dealing with personal information 
acquire permissions by the Icelandic Data Protection Authority. The 
Icelandic Law on data security and the treatment of personal information (lög 
um persónuvernd og meðferð persónuupplýsinga nr. 77/2000, n. p.) defines 
personal information as any information that can be directly or indirectly 
traced to a person. Studies that gather such data are required to inform the 
participants among other things about the purpose of the study, its audience, 
and whether or not their participation is voluntary. Data collected from 
teachers could be classified as personal information in this sense. Their 
identities are theoretically detectable for any co-workers aware of their 
participation in the study. I explained the fact that their anonymity was not 
guaranteed with respect to their co-workers. I presented them with the choice 
to demand from me to ensure their anonymity through concealing their 
gender or omitting any background information. All three of them declined 
this choice and stated that they were not worried about the depiction of their 
lessons and interviews.   

Despite the requirement to treat participants fairly put forward e.g. in the 
British Education Research Association’s Ethical Guidelines for Educational 
research (BERA, 2011, p. 5) it was necessary to not provide participants and 
especially teachers with an exact description of the purpose of the study. This 
was necessary so as to not impact the behaviour of teachers during data 
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collect. Instead of providing specific information, participants were provided 
with general information (Creswell, 2012, p. 231). The informed consent 
form signed by teachers (Appendix 3) stated merely that the study was about 
teachers’ question use. Prior to the first recorded lesson all participants were 
only told that the study was about teachers’ question use and communication 
in the classroom. At the beginning of the interviews all participants received 
more specific information about the purpose of the study. 

Discussion of observer’s effect 

Critics of qualitative research methods that include observations of 
participants have maintained that the presence of a researcher will influence 
the behaviour of participants and thus make it a futile undertaking for 
qualitative researchers to analyse e.g. educational phenomena in any 
objective way (Wilson, 1977, p. 258). Labov (1972, p. 209) used the term 
Observer’s Paradox when describing this predicament for the field of 
linguistic research, i.e. that the observation of the way people talk will alter 
the way they talk. The assumption is that study participants enact staged 
performances of the behaviour they want the researcher to see (Monahan and 
Fisher, 2010, p. 358).  

I assume that my presence inside the classroom had some impact on 
participants’ behaviour. Albeit my presence did not alter the sociological 
variables of power and distance between the teachers and their students per 
se, it introduced a new variable into the interactional dynamics of the 
classrooms. I tried to decrease the effect of my presence by being as 
unobtrusive as possible during the lessons.  

I am presenting three arguments to suggest that the observer’s effect does 
not play a major role for the validity of my analysis. Firstly the teachers were 
unaware of the exact purpose of my study and any staged performances 
would therefore have been aimless with regard to what kind of behaviour 
might be viewed as desirable. Secondly am I confident that the staging of any 
atypical teacher behaviour would have surfaced during the interviews with 
the students. And thirdly puts an adolescent science classroom – or any 
classroom for that matter – so many instantaneous demands on the teacher 
that it makes it behaving in non-habitual ways unfeasible.  
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2.2 Data analysis – video recordings 

Creswell (2012, p. 237) proposes six general steps in analysing and 
interpreting qualitative data. They are (1) preparation of data for analysis, (2) 
initial exploration of data through its coding, (3) aggregation of codes into 
themes to develop a generalised picture of the data, (4) representation of 
findings through narratives or visuals, (5) interpretation of the data through 
personal reflection and its relation with literature, and (6) proposing of 
strategies to validate the findings. I oriented myself by the steps during the 
analysis of the interviews and – to a lesser degree – the video recordings. The 
results of this analysis (steps 1-4) will be presented in chapters 3.2 and 3.3. 
Steps five and six make up the interpretation of the results and are being dealt 
with in chapters 4.2 and 4.3. In this chapter the methodology of analysing the 
video recordings will be described using Creswell’s steps for better 
orientation. The chapter concludes with a similar description of how the 
ensuing interviews were analysed.  

Preparation of data 

The nine lessons were not transcribed as a whole. Rather in order to get an 
overview over the data all questions and requests were transcribed. To this 
end questions were defined very broadly at this stage, i.e. as all utterances 
that could be interpreted as questions independent of their grammatical form 
or completeness. Thus elliptical phrases and declarative sentences could be 
categorised as questions based on the context they were uttered. The same 
approach was chosen for requests, which meant that hints were transcribed in 
addition to indirect and direct requests. The transcription at this stage was 
limited to the uttered words and did not account for paralinguistic cues or 
non-verbal events.    

Exploration and coding of data 

The transcribed questions were examined with regard to formal and 
pragmatic characteristics with the aim of finding similarities and differences 
that allowed the definition of and allocation to categories. The differentiation 
of teacher questions developed by Oliveira (2008, p. 265) into display and 
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genuine questions was found to be useful due to its inclusion of formal and 
pragmatic characteristics and was therefore adopted. However, since 
questions often featured characteristics of both categories an additional 
intermediate category was used to allocate questions to. The fourth important 
question category for this study was pragmatically defined as utterances 
where teachers directed topical questions at inattentive students to control 
their behaviour. Further question categories were adopted from several 
sources in order to be able to classify most classroom questions. However, 
the emphasis of this study was not on a complete allocation of all questions to 
certain categories. Question categories and their definitions are summarised 
in chapter 3.2. 

Requests were categorised using the scale of directness developed by 
Blum-Kulka et al. (1989, pp. 17-19) and Trosborg (1995, p. 205), cf. chapter 
1.2. Thus they were allocated to one of four main categories: hints, 
conventionally indirect requests based on hearer conditions, conventionally 
indirect requests based on speaker conditions, and direct requests. 

Episodes that were to be included in the ensuing analysis were transcribed 
more exactly. The transcriptions of these episodes contained numbered turns 
for swift orientation, the anonymised names of the speakers, an in-text 
description of only the most relevant nonverbal events and paralinguistic cues 
in double brackets, a verbatim Icelandic transcription and an English 
translation of the transcription. The English translation favoured meaning 
over word-for-word translation. The application of symbols used in 
transcription conventions was minimised for the sake of readability. The only 
exceptions were “=” which indicates interruption or the next utterance 
following immediately, (2.5) which indicates periods of silence to the nearest 
half second, and CAPITALS for loud utterances (Seedhouse, 2004, pp. 267-
268). Table 3.7 is an example for a transcript where all symbols are utilised. 
Speaker errors were not corrected in the lesson transcriptions but indicated as 
such. 

Pragmatic analysis of episodes  

This step of the data analysis deviated from the third step proposed by 
Creswell (2012, p. 237). Instead of using developed codes to build themes the 
transcribed episodes were analysed pragmatically. The in-depth analysis of 
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questions often informed or even modified their allocation to certain question 
categories. Thus the two steps of coding and analysis became iterative. 
Display, intermediate, and genuine questions were analysed by looking at 
formal features such as their format, the use of personal pronouns, hedges, 
and prefaces as well as their purpose. Additionally, ensuing dialogue was 
included in the analysis when it informed the interactional implications of 
questions. Examples for this are the format used by students to answer 
teacher questions or the way teachers give feedback for student answers. One 
episode was analysed in great detail using the framework developed by 
Labov and Fanshel (1977, pp. 58-70). This analysis included the deduction of 
speech acts several levels removed from the utterance.  

By allocating them to the categories developed by Blum-Kulka et al. 
(1989, pp. 17-19) and Trosborg (1995, p. 205), cf. chapter 1.2, teacher 
requests were assigned certain levels of weightiness, i.e. speaker estimation 
of the seriousness of potential FTAs (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 76). 
Weightiness (Wx) could therefore be assumed as approximately known. 
Furthermore, the distance between teachers and students (D) could be 
estimated using information from the interviews. The ranking of impositions 
on students by teachers issuing requests (R) was approximated using Halliday 
and Matthiesen’s (2014, p. 136) differentiation between demands for 
information (lower R) and those for actions, goods, and permission (higher 
R) as starting point and modifying it for given examples using the context of 
lessons. Thus three of the four variables of Brown and Levinson’s (1987, p. 
76) formula for the computation of weightiness were assumed to be known. 
They could be rearranged to solve for the relative power of hearer over 
speaker: 

 
Power = Weightiness – Distance – Ranking of imposition 
 
By looking at what kind of request strategies different teachers used in 

given circumstances the interpersonal dimensions of the different classrooms 
could be analysed. 

The pragmatic analysis of questions and requests was performed looking 
synchronously at what they imply for the teacher-student interaction in 
general and for differences between teachers in this respect. 
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Reporting of findings 

The findings of the analysis of recorded and transcribed episodes are 
presented as a narrative discussion in chapter 3.2. The description of findings 
includes the transcripts and is sequenced using question and request 
categories. The succession is thus: display questions, intermediate questions, 
genuine questions, topical questions used to control student behaviour, 
indirect requests, and direct requests. 

2.3 Data analysis – interviews 

Preparation of data 

The six interviews amounted to 284 minutes of audio recordings. They were 
not transcribed in their entirety. Instead they were summarised answer by 
answer for each interview during the first listening. These summaries allowed 
for an overview of the data. The summaries were transferred into tables 
which were arranged thus that they allowed for a comparison of answers 
between a teacher and his students in the same school and between students 
on the one hand and teachers on the other hand in different schools.  

Exploration and coding of data 

The four main topics of the interview were prescribed by the topic guide, 
which contained both general questions and questions asked in reaction to the 
viewing of video clips containing episodes that transpired during lessons (cf. 
chapter 2.1). These four topics were functions of teachers’ questions, 
students’ perceptions of teachers’ questions, teachers’ request use, and 
teacher authority. During repeated listening to the audio recordings I 
extended the summaries and collected relevant quotes to use in the narrative 
discussion of the analysis. These extended summaries functioned as codes of 
the data (Creswell, 2012, p. 244).  
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Description of findings – building themes 

The code containing summaries were marked using different colours to 
visualise their relation to the main topics. Thus it was possible to gather all 
codes relevant for each topic from answers to different questions throughout 
the interview. In a second analysis the codes relating to the four topics were 
compared both between teachers and students in one school and all teachers 
and all students between schools. In this way between two and five themes 
emerged for each topic. The themes were then prepared for the narrative 
discussion by preparing mind maps. Using the example of teacher authority 
this was done in the following way: two mind maps were prepared, one for 
teachers, one for students. The five themes; institutional framework of 
teacher authority, communication based sources of teacher authority, teacher 
competence, enjoyment of learning, and respectfulness of students, were 
arranged around teacher authority as a first level. The second level was what 
participants mentioned regarding the five themes. These were noted in 
different colours for different schools thus that different emphases for 
different schools became visual and made for easy comparison. The drafting 
of separate maps for teachers and students also allowed for a visual 
comparison between teachers’ and students’ answers.  

By starting out with topics, discovering codes, aggregating them into 
themes, and finally preparing the themes for the narrative discussion 
gathering codes and citations in a visual way, the analysis of the interviews 
oscillated between deductive and inductive methodology. 

Reporting of findings 

The coloured mind maps were the foundation for a narrative discussion of the 
findings of the analysis. The discussion is interspersed with illustrative 
citations from the interviews and sequenced using the four topics. 

2.4 Participants 

Three teachers participated in this study, one male and two female. Their 
names were rendered anonymous. For an easier distinction between them and 
their students all teacher aliases start with the letter T.  
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Trausti (male) is middle aged and has been teaching for 19 years. Science 
and mathematics were emphasised during his educational studies. He was 
one of the two class teachers of the class that attended the recorded lessons. 
He taught them four lessons per week (science and life skills education) and 
only saw them three days per week. Trausti took over this class at the 
beginning of the school year. However, he had known some of the students 
for a longer time. 

Torfhildur (female) is also middle aged and has been teaching for 23 
years, all of them at the same school. During her educational studies she also 
emphasised natural sciences. She was the students’ sole class teacher and 
taught them five lessons per week (science and life skills education). It was 
her first year as class teacher of this group of students. 

Tinna (female) is considerably younger than Trausti and Torfhildur. She 
was in her second year as a certified teacher. Natural sciences also played a 
big part during her teacher education. She had only recently taken over as 
science teacher of the students and class teacher of some of them after the 
teacher preceding her left the school during the school year. 
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3. Analysis and results 

This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part consists of a 
characterisation of the recorded lessons. The second part relates to the first 
two research questions and contains a pragmatic analysis of a number of 
episodes that transpired during the recorded lessons. These episodes range 
from individual utterances to longer exchanges including several speakers. 
The analysis is subdivided into sections according to the classification of 
utterances analysed. It starts with four question categories and concludes with 
two request categories. The third part of this chapter responds to the third 
research question by analysing what teachers and students had to say about 
teacher questions and requests. 

3.1 Description of lessons 

Three lessons per teacher were recorded from early February until late March 
of 2017.  All lessons were 40 minute lessons with the exception of Trausti’s 
first two lessons which were double lessons, i.e. 80 minutes long. Trausti and 
Torfhildur taught 9th grade biology while Tinna taught 10th grade physics.  
Trausti’s lessons dealt with human anatomy or more specifically with the 
human skin, skeleton, and nervous system. The first lesson was organised 
thus that one-by-one students read paragraphs from the textbook aloud and 
then answered text related questions posed by the teacher. This part of the 
lesson also featured short presentations by the teacher, e.g. close-up views of 
the human skin. The shorter second part of the lesson revolved around 
worksheets which students completed alone or in small groups with the help 
of the textbook. The entire second lesson was used to complete worksheets in 
groups of three to ten students using the textbook and models of the entire 
skeleton, skull and spine. The third lesson was organised around the teaching 
method Reciprocal Teaching (Guðmundsdóttir, 2007, p. 7), which 
emphasises reading comprehension. Volunteering students were chosen 
randomly to take over certain roles such as predicting what paragraphs would 
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be about, reading paragraphs, summarising them, and drafting questions with 
different levels of complexity. 

Torfhildur’s first two lessons also dealt with human anatomy, i.e. the 
human brain, eye, and ear. The third lesson was about contraception methods. 
All lessons were entirely teacher-centred. The first lesson included a short 
refreshing of the previous lesson about the human brain through a series of 
teacher questions. This was followed by a short discussion about memory and 
neurodegenerative diseases. During the main part of the first lesson the 
teacher explained the anatomy of the human eye with the help of a model and 
through asking students questions. The subsequent second lesson was 
structured similarly with a short refreshing period about the human eye at the 
beginning and a main part about the human ear using a transmitting teaching 
style and a model of the human ear. The content of the third lesson deviated 
from the first two because of my request to record teacher-centred lessons. 
That day’s science lesson would have featured practical exercises. Instead I 
was allowed to record a teacher-centred life skills lesson with the anatomy 
related content contraception methods. The lesson was organised around a 
slide show presented by the teacher and featured questions as well as 
demonstration pieces. 

The main content of lessons one and three held by Tinna were classical 
mechanics. Concepts discussed were weight, mass, gravity, free fall, and 
friction. The third lesson also dealt with basic chemistry, i.e. atomic structure. 
The second lesson was about the scientific method. The main part of the first 
and third lessons consisted in talking about homework students had submitted 
online and which the teacher had reviewed prior to the lesson. All homework 
questions originated from the textbook. To this end the teacher read the 
homework questions and then elicited responses from the students. During 
the end of the first lesson students worked on the next online assignment. 
During the end of the third lesson the teacher presented a slideshow on basic 
chemistry. Lesson two was structured around a slideshow presentation by the 
teacher about the scientific method. The slideshow contained open ended 
questions which the students answered in writing either alone or in pairs. 
These answers were then discussed in class. At the end of the second lesson 
students started working on the next online assignment.  

The main inter-teacher differences with regard to the structure of recorded 
lessons related to the degrees of textbook utilisation, device utilisation, and 
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teacher-centeredness. The textbook had a great impact on all of Trausti’s 
lessons and Tinna’s first and last lessons. The textbook was not used at all 
during Torfhildur’s lessons. Students in Tinna’s classroom were expected to 
use either laptops or tablet-PCs during the entire time to read, revise, and 
work on their assignments. Trausti provided tablet-PCs during the seatwork 
portions of lessons and students were allowed to use them in completing their 
assignments. No devices were used in Torfhildur’s classroom. In 
combination this lead to the fact that non-student input came solely from 
Torfhildur during her lessons while it came from textbooks and – to a lesser 
degree – from devices for the other teachers. Because of its emphasis on 
interaction the focus of this study was on the teacher-centred parts of lessons 
of which between 75 and 120 minutes were recorded per teacher. The 
seatwork parts were used for comparative purposes only. Table 3.1 illustrates 
this information more concisely. 
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Table 3.1 Characteristics of recorded lessons 
Category Trausti Torfhildur Tinna 

Number of 

students 

19-21 13-17 23-24 

Content of lesson 1 Human skin and 
skeleton  

Human brain and 
eye 

Classical 
mechanics 

Organisation of 
lesson 1 

Teacher-centred 
plus seatwork 

Teacher-centred Teacher-centred 
plus seatwork 

Content of lesson 2 Human skeleton Human eye and ear Scientific method 

Organisation of 
lesson 2 

Seatwork Teacher-centred Teacher-centred 
plus seatwork 

Content of lesson 3 Human nervous 
system 

Contraception Classical 
mechanics and 
atom structure 

Organisation of 
lesson 3 

Teacher-centred 
plus seatwork 

Teacher-centred Teacher-centred 
plus seatwork 

Total lesson 
duration 

200 minutes 120 minutes 120 minutes 

Duration of 
teacher-centred 
teaching 

80 minutes 
(50+0+30) 

120 minutes 
(40+40+40) 

75 minutes 
(30+25+ 40) 

Duration of 
seatwork 

120 minutes 
(30+80+10) 

0 minutes 45 minutes 
(10+15+0) 

Degree of textbook 

utilisation 

High Not utilised High 

Degree of device 

utilisation 

Medium Not utilised High 
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3.2 Pragmatic analysis of lesson recordings 

Nine question categories were found to be useful to categorise questions 
asked by teachers during lessons. They are defined in Table 3.2. The 
categories reflect an interactional point of view of teacher utterances as 
opposed to a cognitive one. Please note that the latter four question categories 
were only recorded for completeness’ sake but will not be dealt with in detail 
later on. 

 
Table 3.2 Question and request categories, their definitions and 

corresponding sources, where applicable 

Question category Definition References (when 

applicable) 

Display questions Focus on student knowledge of 

standard scientific concepts, have a 

convergent format and usually feature 

no personal pronouns and prefaces. 

Oliveira, 2008, p. 

265 

Intermediate Focus on student knowledge of 

standard scientific concepts but 

feature formal characteristics of 

genuine questions such as personal 

pronouns or prefaces. 

 

Genuine questions Focus on student reasoning or 

informal experiences, have an open-

ended format and usually contain 

personal pronouns and prefaces. 

Oliveira, 2008, p. 

265 

Nominating individual 

students 

Incidents where teachers direct 

questions at individual students either 

before uttering the questions or 

instead of repeating an already uttered 

question. 

 

Rhetorical questions Asked without expecting answer.  

Topical questions used 

to control student 

behaviour 

Incidents where teachers direct topical 

questions at inattentive students to 

control their behaviour. 

 

continued on next page 
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Organisational 

questions 

Regard the organisation of the lesson 

or other school and non-school related 

matters. 

 

Comprehension checks Asked by teacher to check whether 

students have understood his previous 

utterance. 

Oliveira, 2009, p. 

426 

Clarification requests Asked by teacher to get student to 

repeat or elaborate a previous 

utterance. 

Oliveira, 2009, p. 

426 

Confirmation checks Asked by teacher to establish whether 

he understood a student’s previous 

utterance correctly, usually yes/no 

format. 

Oliveira, 2009, p. 

426 

 
I will refrain for the most part from reporting frequencies of question and 

request categories. The main reason for this – aside from the qualitative focus 
of this study – is that individual utterances often serve multiple purposes, as 
will be illustrated later on. Other difficulties in quantifying utterances from a 
pragmatic point of view are how to count reformulations of the same question 
and whether to use teacher intention or student perception as benchmark. A 
mundane teacher question like “Is there someone in here who knows the 
difference between voltage and currency?” can at the same time be classified 
as genuine (yes-no-) question or as intermediate question whose aim it is to 
facilitate student responses to classroom discourse by reducing the directness 
of the corresponding display question with the same propositional content 
(“What is the difference between voltage and currency?”). Even the 
distinction between requests for information and requests for action collapses 
to some degree when a teacher asks for example “Can you summarise this 
text?”. The sole purpose of quantifying the frequency of teachers’ questions 
and requests is to get a wide-angle view of differences between teachers’ 
individual styles.  

Teacher questions were a common feature during all teacher-centred 
activities and were asked at rates between 44 (Torfhildur) and 73 questions 
(Trausti) per 40 minute lesson. Requests for actions were less common and 
were made at rates between five and eleven per 40 minute lesson. During the 
parts of Trausti’s and Tinna’s lessons that were used for seatwork teachers 
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asked questions at rates between 26 (Tinna) and 41 questions (Trausti) per 40 
minutes. The number of requests made during seatwork differed considerably 
between Trausti and Tinna. The former made 21 requests per 40 minutes 
whereas the latter issued less than three. All of this can be seen in Fig. 3.1. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Frequency of teachers’ questions and requests during teacher-

centred and seatwork portions of recorded lessons 
 
During teacher-centred activities Trausti used display questions more than 

twice as often as intermediate questions. The nomination of individual 
students to answer his questions was a common occurrence. Direct requests 
were as common as indirect requests. During seatwork he asked display 
questions and made a high number of requests. Taken together these features 
attest to a great degree of directness of his question and request use during 
lessons. Torfhildur used about as many display as intermediate questions. She 
very rarely selected individual students to answer her question. Requests 
were usually made in an indirect way. In sum this attests to a smaller degree 
of directness. Both teachers used humourous rhetorical question during all 
lessons. Tinna used intermediate questions more often than display questions 
and made indirect requests more frequently than direct ones. All of this 
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points to a more indirect questioning style. However, she regularly nominated 
individual students, which leads to a more ambiguous picture of the 
directness of her questioning style.  

In total 15 episodes of variable length containing teacher questions and 25 
usually short episodes containing teacher requests are analysed during this 
chapter. Transcripts of all episodes are provided usually before the 
corresponding analysis. 

Evidence for interactional asymmetry and display questions 

Evidence for the interactional asymmetry between teachers and students was 
found in the prevalent discourse structures during lessons. One indicator for 
interactional asymmetry was that teachers almost solely got to make requests 
of their students while students hardly ever made requests of their teachers. 
Students also asked their teachers much fewer questions during teacher-
centred parts of lessons than vice versa. This was most pronounced during 
Trausti’s lessons during which there were hardly any student questions. 
Tinna’s students asked slightly more questions but Torfhildur’s students got 
to ask the most questions. During the course of her lessons students 
repeatedly started discussing a lesson-related topic between themselves 
before directing questions at their teacher.  

Another indicator for the interactional asymmetry between teachers and 
students was that Initiation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) sequences dominated 
parts of lessons. This was more pronounced for Trausti and Torfhildur than 
for Tinna. Usually teachers employed display questions to this end, directing 
them at individual students or the class as a whole. Students’ responses were 
usually followed by teacher utterances evaluating them either explicitly or 
implicitly. The difference between the two evaluation forms will be discussed 
below during the analysis of display questions. A more neutral form of 
teacher reactions to student responses which avoids evaluative implications 
and thus invites follow-ups by students was very rare as third turn consequent 
upon display questions but made an appearance as feedback to students’ 
responses to genuine questions (see episodes G1-G3). 

As stated above were display questions a common feature of all recorded 
lessons. Table 3.3 shows transcripts of four display questions. 
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Table 3.3 Transcripts of episodes featuring display questions 

Turn Speaker Talk (Icelandic) Talk (English translation) 

Episode D1 

1 Trausti Er vond lykt af svita? Does perspiration smell bad? 

2 Student 1 Já= Yes= 

3 Student 2 =Ha? Nei= =What? No= 

4 Student 1 =Nei, hann er 

lyktarlaus. 

=No, it’s odourless. 

5 Trausti Hann er lyktarlaus. 

Frábært. 

It’s odourless. Great 

Episode D2 

1 Torfhildur Hvað hét þetta sem var 

hérna undir? 

What’s this below here called?  

2 Several 

students 

((svara á sama tíma)) 

Litli heilinn. 

((answering simultaneously)) 

The cerebellum. 

3 Torfhildur Litli heilinn. Munið þið 

hvað hann gerði? 

The cerebellum. Do you 

remember what it does? 

Episode D3 

1 Torfhildur Í þessari stöðu, við 

vorum með 

tárakirtilinn. Sem gerir 

hvað? 

Here we had the tear gland. 

Which does what? 

2 Several 

students 

((svara á sama tíma)) 

Sem hreinsar augu 

((answering simultaneously)) 

Which cleans the eye 

3 Torfhildur ((gefur nemendum 

merki um að ljúka 

setningu)) Framleiðir 

tár sem= 

((signalling students to 

complete sentence with hand 

motion)) Produces tears which= 

4 Several 

students 

((svara á sama tíma)) 

=hreinsa augu. 

((answering simultaneously)) 

=clean the eye. 

Episode D4 

1 Tinna Og í hvaða einingu 

mælir þú kraft? 

In what unit do you measure 

force? 

 Student Newton Newton. 

 Tinna  Í Newton. In Newton. 
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The primary focus of all examples was either student recall of scientific 
terminology or of shared classroom experiences, e.g. subjects that had 
already been dealt with. The question format was either that of a yes-or-no 
question (D1) or convergent WH-questions (D2-D4). With regard to Searle’s 
(1969, p. 66) preparatory rule, the difference between D1 and the other 
examples is that D1 contains a complete proposition whereas D2 to D4 
contain propositional functions. In the first case the speaker wants the hearer 
to decide whether the proposition is true or not whereas in the latter case the 
speaker wants to know the information needed to complete the proposition. 
However, questions D2-D4 were also worded thus that only one answer was 
permitted as right. Second-person pronouns were usually not contained in the 
questions with the exception of D4. The þú/you there, however, instead of 
having the function of addressing someone, rather had the function of an 
indefinite pronoun one, as in “In what unit does one measure force?“. Two 
more features that were absent in these display questions (while being a 
feature of intermediate and genuine questions) were hedges and prefaces. 

Student responses to these questions usually contained only the concepts 
inquired after, i.e. students did not answer in complete sentences. The only 
exception was example D1 where a student corrected herself after another 
student had contradicted her, thus giving an account for changing her answer. 
When the teachers spoke again after the students had answered, they most of 
the time did so to evaluate their responses. Usually teachers reacted to correct 
student responses by either ex- or implicitly evaluating them. An example for 
an explicit evaluation can be seen in D1 where the teacher first repeats the 
student response and then evaluates it as right by uttering flott/great. 
Teachers implicitly evaluated student answers as being right by repeating 
them verbatim (D2, D4). 

D3 is an example for an incident where students did not respond to a 
question the way the teacher had intended to. Instead of answering what the 
function of the tear gland was they answered what its purpose was. The 
teacher reacted to this by providing the answer she had intended to hear but 
doing so with an incomplete proposition that needed the students’ original 
answer to be completed. The students then provided their original and this 
time correct answer again.  

Taken together, these main characteristics of display questions, i.e. that 
the teacher knows the answer and requests students to display whether they 
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do so, too; their convergent format permitting only one right answer and the 
teachers’ subsequent evaluation of whether students answered correctly as 
well as the absence of hedges and prefaces put the teachers in an elevated 
interactional position while limiting the students to a reactive role.  

The use of display questions differed to some extent between Torfhildur 
on the one hand and Trausti and Tinna on the other. The former almost 
exclusively directed her questions at the class as a whole while the two latter 
often directed their questions at individual students. By being directed at 
individual students, display questions were used to gauge individuals’ 
knowledge or understanding whereas they were used as a pragmatic tool to 
elicit student contributions to the classroom discourse when being directed at 
all students. This was reflected by the fact that many of Torfhildur’s 
questions were answered simultaneously by a number of students. 

Intermediate questions 

During the transcription of teacher questions asked during lessons it became 
evident that teachers often asked questions that simultaneously featured 
characteristics of display and genuine questions. Most common were 
questions whose primary focus was – similar to display questions – student 
knowledge of scientific concepts or their recall of shared classroom 
experiences, but whose formal features were more related to genuine 
questions. All teachers asked intermediate questions during all teacher-
centred activities but only Tinna asked more intermediate questions than 
display questions. Table 3.4 shows the transcript of five incidents where 
teachers asked intermediate questions along with the ensuing interaction 
(where deemed relevant). 
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Table 3.4 Transcripts of episodes featuring intermediate questions 

Turn Speaker Talk (Icelandic) Talk (English translation) 

Episode I1 

1 Torfhildur Og hvað haldið þið að guli 

bletturinn geri þar sem 

hann er á miðri sjónunni? 

Hvað getið þið ímyndað 

ykkur að guli bletturinn= 

And what do you think is 

the function of the macula 

since it is in the middle of 

the retina? What can you 

imagine the macula= 

2 Student =Snýr hann myndinni 

aftur við? 

=Does it invert the picture 

again? 

3 Torfhildur Nei, en það er samt frábær 

ágiskun. 

No, but that’s a great 

guess. 

 

Episode I2 

1 Trausti Hvað er einn millimeter 

þykkur, veistu það? Eða 

stór? 

How thick is one 

millimeter, do you know 

that? Or big? 

2 Student Nei= No= 

3 Trausti =Circabout [svo]? =Approximately? 

4 Student (3.0) Nei?= (3.0) No?= 

5 Trausti =Getur þú sýnt mér einn 

millimeter? 

=Can you show me one 

millimeter? 

6 Student (2.0) Nei. (2.0) No. 

7 Trausti Circa svona, þúsundasti 

metra. 

About this big, one 

thousandth of a meter. 

Episode I3 

1 Trausti Er einhver hérna sem veit 

hver er munurinn á 

spennu og straumi? 

Is there anyone here who 

knows the difference 

between voltage and 

current? 

2 Student Já, spenna er svona, svona 

eins og í rafmagnstöflu. 

Yes, voltage is like, like 

in a junction box. 

3 Trausti Er einhver hérna inni sem 

hefur migið á 

rafmagnsgirðingu? 

Is there anyone in here 

who has urinated on an 

electric fence? 

continued on next page 
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Episode I4 

1 Tinna Vill kannski einhver 

útskýra bara spurningu 

níu? Með steininn. Viltu 

kannski bara halda áfram 

Gunnar, og segja okkur 

aðeins frá hvað gerist til 

dæmis þegar við sleppum 

honum og hvað gerist 

þarna í c-liðnum, þegar 

hann lendir? 

Does someone maybe 

want to explain question 

nine? The one with the 

stone? Do you want to 

continue, Gunnar, and tell 

us a little bit about what 

happens for example 

when we drop it and what 

happens in section c when 

it lends? 

Episode I5 

1 Tinna ((bendir á nema)) Ehm. 

Núningur. Viltu segja 

okkur hvað núningur er? 

(points at student) Ehm. 

Friction. Do you want to 

tell us what friction is? 

2 Student 1 (3.0) ((horfir í kringum 

sig)) Ég? 

(3.0) ((looks around)) I? 

3 Tinna Þú, já. You, yes. 

4 Student 1 Ég gerði ekki hugtökin. I did not work on the 

concepts. 

5 Tinna Nei, en þegar ég segi 

orðið núningur. Hvað 

sérðu fyrir þér? 

No, but when I say the 

word friction. What do 

you see in your mind? 

6 Student 1 Má ég gefa Skúla svarið? Can I pass the answer on 

to Skúli? 

7 Tinna Nei, við skulum ekki alltaf 

gefa Skúla orðið. Akkúrat. 

Lýður? 

No, we shall not always 

give Skúli the floor. 

Exactly. Lýður? 

8 Lýður Á ég að útskýra núning? Shall I explain friction? 

9 Tinna Já, þú mátt útskýra 

núning. 

Yes, you may explain 

friction 

 
The most common alteration of display questions utilised by Torfhildur 

was the use of prefaces like hvað haldið þið/what do you think or vitið þið/do 
you know. Episode I1 exemplifies this. There the display question is prefaced 
by hvað haldið þið/what do you think before being immediately followed in-
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sentence by a hint at the answer and then, when her question is not answered 
right away, by the same question prefaced this time by the even less direct 
hvað getið þið ímyndað ykkur/what can you imagine. By prefacing the 
question in this way she sounded more tentative and thus reduced the 
directness and face threatening potential of the question, i.e. she reduced the 
expectation of students to have to provide a single right answer and instead 
invited them to share their guesses. The teacher implied her modified 
expectation when she evaluated a wrong answer by complimenting the 
student on uttering a frábært ágiskun/great guess. In accordance with her 
whole class questioning style, Torfhildur’s prefaces were usually in the 
plural. 

Trausti reduced the directness of his questions less often than the other 
teachers. When he did, he did so by either prefacing or concluding them with 
veistu það/do you know (episode I2). Another preface he used was getur þú 
sagt mér/can you tell me. By using this kind of prefaced yes-no questions 
referencing student ability he also decreased the directness of the 
corresponding display question and thus made it easier for them to admit not 
knowing. Instead of having to answer a display question with I don’t know, 
students were put in a position to answer the more deferentially worded 
question Do you know? with a quick no which meant less threat of face loss. 
Often the teacher first asked the question directly in the form of a display 
question and then reformulated it using a preface, a known strategy to 
mitigate repeated requests (Labov & Fanshel, 1977, p. 95). This is shown in 
episode I3. This kind of alteration usually accompanied only questions 
targeted at individual students. When he directed questions at the class as a 
whole Trausti used different prefaces such as er einhver hérna inni sem 
veit/is there anyone in here who knows. While being a yes-or-no question 
semantically, constructs like I3 are colloquially understood as requests to 
elaborate. The student in I3 reflected this dual function when he answered 
with yes before supplying an elaboration. Immediately following the student 
answer was another question starting with er einhver hérna inni/is there 
anyone in here. This question, however, was classified as genuine question 
because it targeted students’ individual out-of-class experiences and, more 
importantly, because the teacher did not know and was genuinely interested 
in the answer to his question.   
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The approach Tinna used most often to attempt to lessen the directness of 
her questions was to preface them by er einhver hérna sem vill útskýra/is 
there anyone here who wants to explain or even er einhver hérna sem myndi 
vilja útskýra/is there anyone here who might want to explain. Episode I4 
exemplifies this. As an indirectness device it was similar to the is there 
anyone in here preface employed by Trausti. By employing a downtoner like 
kannski/maybe she reduces the directness of her question even more. Before 
allowing for student answers she directs her question at the student Gunnar 
prefacing her question with viltu/do you want to while furnishing it with 
another kannski/maybe and the minimiser aðeins/a little bit while also using 
the solidarity building pronoun okkur/us. By doing so, she makes the 
answering of her questions seem voluntary thus refraining from appearing to 
impose answering on the student.  

Students showed an awareness of the discrepancy between Tinna’s 
deferential wording and her institutionally sanctioned authority. This can be 
seen in episode I5. The episode started with the teacher uttering 
núningur/friction which could be expanded to What is friction? The teacher 
then expanded the question herself by prefacing it with viltu útskýra/do you 
want to explain while also using the solidarity-building fyrir okkur/for us. 
The student was surprised because he wasn’t called by name and requested 
the information whether he was the addressee of the teacher question. Tinna 
supplied this information thus reinstating her request for information. The 
student then refused her request by giving the account that he did not do that 
part of the assignment. The teacher rejected that account and then reworded 
the question in a way that did not ask for a right answer but allowed the 
student to associate. This kind of question could not easily be refused with a 
no or I don’t know without the risk of face loss. The student therefore tried to 
deflect the question. The teacher rejected this attempt at first before 
complying to it by moving on and naming another student to answer. The 
student asked whether he was supposed to answer the question to which the 
teacher replied that he was allowed to.  

In sum it can be said that teachers use different strategies to decrease the 
directness of their teacher questions and to minimise the impression of 
imposing answers on their students. 
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Genuine questions 

Genuine questions were defined in this study as questions the teacher either 
did not know the answer to or whose answer he was genuinely interested in. 
Genuine questions were asked in all teacher-centred lessons with the 
exception of Torfhildur’s last lesson. Their frequency was lower than the 
frequency of display questions for all teachers. Table 3.5 shows four episodes 
featuring genuine questions. 

 
Table 3.5 Transcripts of episodes featuring genuine questions 

Turn Speaker talk (Icelandic) talk (English translation) 

Episode G1 

1 Trausti Er einhver hérna inni sem 

hefur mígið á 

rafmagnsgirðingu? 

Is there anybody in here 

who has urinated on an 

electric fence? 

2 Student Já Yes 

3 Trausti Í alvöru? Really? 

Episode G2 

1 Trausti Er einhver hérna inni sem 

getur útskýrt fyrir mér, hvað 

segir maður, uppruni orðsins 

aragrúi? 

Is there anybody in here 

who can explain to me, how 

to put it, the etymology of 

the word myriad? 

2 Student Það væri catchy [svo]. That would be catchy. 

3 Trausti Ég hef ekki hugmynd um það 

sjálfur. 

I have no idea myself. 

Episode G3 

1 Student 1 Það er líka mjög óþægilegt, af 

því ég syng allt öðruvísi, þú 

veist, ég heyri allt öðruvísi 

þegar ég syng en aðrir heyra. 

Sérstaklega þegar maður er að 

syngja í, þú veist, mikrofón þá 

heyrir maður hvernig maður 

syngur= 

It’s also really unpleasant, 

because I sing differently, 

you know, I hear  myself 

differently when I sing than 

others hear me. Especially 

when one sings into, you 

know, a microphone then 

you hear how you sing= 

2 Torfhildur =Vitið þið af hverju þetta er? 

Vitið þið af hverju að, þegar að 

Do you know why that is? 

Do you know why, when 
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maður, ef maður talar inn á 

einhverju upptöku og hérna 

hlustar svo á, er þetta þannig 

eða bara þegar maður heyrir í 

sjálfan sig tala, vitið af hverju 

munurinn er? Hvað getið þið 

ímyndað ykkur? 

one, if one talks into a 

recording device and listens 

to it afterwards is it like that 

or when one just listens to 

oneself talking, do you 

know why there is a 

difference? What can you 

imagine? 

3 Student 2 ((svar heyrist ekki)) ((inaudible answer)) 

4 Student 3 Hvort er þá rétt? Er 

myndbandið rétt? 

Which is right? Is the 

recording right? 

5 Torfhildur ((með áherslu)) Já, hvort er 

rétt? 

((emphatic tone)) Yes, 

which is right? 

Episode G4 

1 Tinna Nefndu dæmi um tilvik þar 

sem þú vilt hafa míkinn núning 

(3.0). Sóley, viltu segja okkur 

frá, þarna einhverju, hvenær 

myndir þú vilja hafa mikinn 

núning? 

Give an example for an 

incident when you want a 

lot of friction (3.0). Sóley, 

can you tell us, about 

something, when would you 

like to have a lot of friction? 

2 Sóley  Kannski í kappakstri? Maybe in car racing? 

3 Tinna Akkúrat, eins og í kappakstri, 

og af hverju? 

Exactly, like in car racing, 

and why? 

4 Sóley  (3.0) Ég veit það ekki. (3.0) I don’t know 

5 Tinna Hvað er það við kappakstur 

sem, þú veist, að við viljum 

hafa mikinn núning mikið? 

What is it about car racing 

that, you know, that makes 

us want a lot of friction? 

6 Sóley  Af því þegar við tökum snarpar 

beygjur? 

Because we take sharp 

turns? 

7 Tinna Algjörlega. Af því að við 

viljum að dekkin hafi eitthvað 

til að grípa í, að það sé 

ákveðinn núningur þannig að 

bíllinn fljúgi ekki bara út af 

brautinni. Algjörlega. 

Totally. Because we want 

the tyres to have something 

to grip on, that there is a 

certain friction so that the 

car doesn’t fly from the 

track. Totally. 
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With regard to format, genuine questions differed from display questions 
through not being formulated in a convergent way but instead they were 
worded as open-ended WH-questions or prefaced yes-or-no questions. They 
either contained second person pronouns or indefinite pronominal forms (all 
examples). They were often prefaced by constructions such as er einhver 
hérna inni/is there anybody in here (G1-G2) or vitið þið/do you know (G3). 
Also, their intonation sometimes was emphatic (G3). 

Episode G1 was an example of the kind of genuine question that was most 
common for Trausti and Torfhildur, i.e. questions that aimed at students’ out-
of-school experiences. The fact that they were so common might have been 
due to the subject of the lessons which was human anatomy. This made 
inquiries starting with have you ever common. The way Trausti worded his 
genuine questions during episodes G1 and G2 was similar to the wording 
common to his intermediate questions discussed above, i.e. asking a yes-no 
question prefaced by is there anybody in here who. The main difference 
between the similarly worded intermediate and genuine questions was the 
reason the teacher asked them. While he used intermediate questions to gauge 
individual student’s knowledge or to elicit responses to keep the lesson 
going, he asked genuine questions because he was genuinely interested in 
their responses. This became evident when he showed his genuine surprise in 
G1 or when he explicitly stated that he did not know the answer to his 
question in G2 thus acknowledging his motivation to ask. By not evaluating 
students’ responses through confirmation or negation he deviated from the 
last part of the IRE format common to classroom discourse based on display 
questions.  

Episode G3 was an example of a more emphasised deviation from the IRE 
pattern. It was one of the few examples where Trausti or Torfhildur asked 
genuine questions aimed at students’ reasoning. Instead of initiating a 
dialogue with a question the teacher reacted to a student’s utterance by 
generalising her account and rewording it into an open-ended question 
addressed at the whole class (turn 2). The spontaneity of her question was 
evidenced by a number of repetitions during her formulation of the question. 
She concluded her utterance by hvað getið þið ímyndað ykkur/what can you 
imagine thus inviting student reasoning instead of appearing to aim at a 
singular right answer. The next time she spoke it was not in order to evaluate 
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either of the two students who had responded but to further the discussion by 
repeating a student’s questions. 

Episode G4 deviated from the other examples because the question 
originated from a textbook. Tinna read the textbook question and then 
addressed one student while reformulating it in a more personal way using 
the formulation viltu/do you want to. The student answered, was evaluated 
approvingly and then Tinna asked a genuine question aimed at letting the 
student articulate her understanding. However, the student evaded her 
question. This lead the Tinna to narrowing her question, one could say, to an 
intermediate question. The student answer was evaluated and then expanded. 
The distinction between genuine and intermediate was less pronounced for 
Tinna when compared with the other two teachers. 

In sum it can be said that the fact that teachers were genuinely interested 
in students’ answers, allowed for divergent responses, and prefaced their 
questions, allowed for a more level teacher-student interaction. 

Topical questions used to control student behaviour 

The three question categories analysed so far had in common that their main 
focus or teacher intention was cognitive in nature. The teachers wanted some 
information from their students, whether in the form of a genuine request for 
information or a request for the students’ state of knowledge. These question 
categories had interactional value through positioning the teachers and 
students in certain interactional roles and by being used as tools to elicit 
student contributions to classroom discourse. However, interactional aspects 
of these questions were only a by-product (or perlocution) of their intended 
function. In this chapter, however, I will look at teacher questions whose 
primary purpose is to control student behaviour. In these episodes teachers 
used topical questions as a vehicle for that primary purpose. The interplay of 
the two levels of primary and secondary speech act as well as the inclusion of 
student responses and nonverbal gestures makes it necessary to go into 
greater detail than I have done hitherto.  

The following episode that will occupy the biggest part of this chapter 
took place over a three minute period about ten minutes into Trausti’s first 
lesson. The lesson was organised thus that one by one each student read a 
paragraph from the textbook before the same student was asked a 
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comprehension question regarding the paragraph he had read. During this 
episode, however, the teacher deviated from this organisation and directed his 
questions at other students as well. For easier orientation I divided the 
transcript into three segments: turns 1-6 (segment 1), turns 7-18 (segment 2), 
and turns 18-28 (segment 3). Transcripts of the three segments are shown in 
Tables 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8. 

 
Table 3.6 Transcript of first segment of episode featuring topical 

questions used to control student behaviour: Trausti’s classroom 

Turn Speaker Talk (Icelandic) Talk (English translation) 

1 Júlía ((Júlía les textann, Trausti 

horfir í áttina að Ásdísi og 

Sylvíu og leggur putta á 

munninn og horfir svo 

tvisvar sinnum enn til 

þeirra.)) 

((Júlía reads the text, Trausti 

looks into direction of Ásdís 

and Sylvía and puts a finger 

to his lips, then looks their 

way twice more.)) 

2 Trausti Flott. Þakka þér fyrir (2.0). 

Magnað. Ásdís, hvað er 

óhreinindarákin í baðinu 

stundum? 

Great. Thank you (2.0). 

Terrific. Ásdís, what is that 

dirt streak in the bathtub 

sometimes? 

3 Ásdís Ha? What? 

4 Trausti Hvað er þetta óhreininda-, 

hvað eru þessi óhreinindi í 

baðinu stundum? 

What is that dirt, what is the 

dirt in the bathtub 

sometimes? 

5 Ásdís (3.0) Það veit ég ekki. (3.0) That I don’t know. 

6 Trausti Þú verður að fylgast með. 

Hún var að segja það. Þetta 

eru dauðar frumur. Flott. 

Þakka þér fyrir. Og 

Benjamín. 

You need to pay attention. 

She was saying it. It consists 

of dead cells. Great. Thank 

you. And Benjamín.  

 
The teacher started turn 2 with his usual evaluation of the preceding 

student’s reading before he directed what semantically looked like a display 
question at the student Ásdís. Assuming dual illocutionary force (Searle, 
1979, p. 33) and no need for a direct relationship between sentence type and 
illocutionary force (Huang, 2014, p. 137), the argument for the utterance 
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having primarily been a request for the action of paying attention to the 
lesson can be based on textual and contextual evidence. The strategy the 
teacher pursued was asking Ásdís a question she couldn’t answer due to not 
having listened thus compelling her to having to admit (either explicitly or 
implicitly) to not having paid attention. Textually this argument is supported 
by the fact that the teacher repeated his request without reformulation thus 
aggravating it and by the fact that in turn 6 he explicitly requested her to pay 
attention after she failed to answer his question. Contextually this 
argumentation is based on the fact that the teacher tried to shush the student 
nonverbally by putting his finger to his mouth while looking at her during the 
turn-2-preceding reading segment and that he deviated from his routine of 
asking the reader of the text.  

The segment culminated in Trausti’s request demanding that Ásdís pay 
attention from now on. He also implied that answering the question would 
have been easy had she listened. A reprimand such as the one uttered in turn 
6 actualises a bald face threatening act. The teacher, however, did not arrive 
at this point before having tried other strategies to stop the student’s 
behaviour. The non-verbal hint he dropped during the preceding reading 
segment was his attempt to avoid the FTA. Because the two students kept 
talking he directed an off-record FTA – in this case the request packaged as 
topical question – at one of them. Not satisfied with Ásdís’ response the 
teacher then aggravated the situation first by repeating his request without 
reformulating it and then through reprimanding her. 

In order to include the student’s responses into my analysis of interaction, 
I will utilise the comprehensive discourse analysis approach developed by 
Labov and Fanshel for therapeutic discourse (1977, pp. 58-70). As has been 
discussed above was turn 2 Trausti’s attempt to get Ásdís to pay attention 
(request for action) through requesting a display of her knowledge. Ásdís put 
off the request for action through a clarification request (request for 
information). The teacher supplied this information thereby reinstating his 
request for display and simultaneously reinstating his request for action. 
Ásdís reacted to the request for the display of her knowledge by giving the 
information of not knowing. By not accounting for the reason of her not 
knowing, i.e. not having paid attention, she implicitly refused Trausti’s 
request for action. Trausti reacted to this by verbalising his request for action 
(making it a direct speech act) and thereby challenging the student according 
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to Labov and Fanshel’s (1977, p. 96) rule of overdue obligations, i.e. the 
teacher asserted that the student had not performed obligations that the 
teacher had communicated earlier by putting a finger to his mouth. The 
teacher then quickly retreated from the situation thus prohibiting the student 
from reacting to the issued challenge. The challenge stayed unresolved until 
segment 2. I will return to the challenge by the teacher when discussing 
segment 2 below. A matrix showing the levels of interaction of segment 1 is 
shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

 
Figure 3.2 Levels of interaction during exchange between Trausti and 

Ásdís 
 
The following happened at the beginning of segment 2 (turns 7-11): the 

student whose turn it was read the next paragraph and Trausti asked him a 
comprehension question regarding it. This question (turn 8) was formulated 
thus that it aimed at two answers at once. The answerer had to guess both 
objects Trausti’s proposition was missing: Gegn hverju (geislun) eru 
litarefnin að verja hvað (erfðaefni)/against what (radiation) are the pigments 
protecting what (genetic material). The teacher reformulated his question 
which was followed by a long period of silence during which Ásdís and 
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Trausti:

Ásdís, hvað er 
óhreinindarákin í 
baðinu 
stundum?

Hvað er þetta 
óhreininda-, 
hvað er þessi 
óhreinindi í 
baðinu 
stundum?

Þú verður að 
fylgast með. Hún 
var að segja það. 
Þetta eru dauðar 
frumur. Flott. 
Þakka þér fyrir. 
Og Benjamín.

Ásdís: Ha?

(3.0) Það 
veit ég 
ekki.
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Sylvía can be heard laughing (while the teacher was close by). Another 
student volunteered an answer after ten seconds of silence. Trausti replied 
that he had asked the reader, thus reinstating his question at the reader, before 
directing his question at Sylvía (the other of the laughing girls). He did not 
receive any answers and reformulated his question a third time, thereby 
changing the proposition so that it was aimed at one of the originally missing 
concepts as well as a new one, i.e. genetic material and that it does not get 
damaged. After another pause the reader offered an answer which fulfilled 
neither of the missing propositions (Table 3.7). 
 

Table 3.7 Transcript of second segment of episode featuring topical 
questions used to control student behaviour: Trausti’s classroom 

Turn Speaker Talk (Icelandic) Talk (English translation) 

7 Benjamín (Benjamín les næstu grein.) (Benjamín reads the next 

paragraph.) 

8 Trausti Flott. Gegn hverju eru 

litarefnin að verja hvað? (3.0) 

Hvað eru þau að passa? 

(10.0) ((Það heyrist í Ásdísi 

og Sylvíu hlæja)) 

Great. Against what are the 

pigments protecting what? 

(3.0) What are they watching 

out for? (10.0) (Ásdís and 

Sylvia can be heard laughing) 

9 Jóhannes (svar heyrist ekki) (inaudible answer) 

10 Trausti Ha, ég er að spyrja Benjamín. 

(3.0) Sylvía? Gegn hverju? 

(2.0) Hvað, til hvers eru þau 

að verja (1.5) eitthvað í 

húðinni? (5.0) 

Ha, I am asking Benjamín. 

(3.0) Sylvía? Against what? 

(2.0) What, to what end are 

they protecting (1.5) 

something in the skin? (5.0) 

11 Benjamín Svo hún brenni ekki? So the skin doesn’t burn? 

12 Trausti Ah, ljótt að segja það. Skítt 

með það hún brennur 

eitthvað smá… Hvað er það 

sem þú varst að segja okkur, 

að þarf að passa? (2.5) 

Ásdís? 

Uglily phrased. What the hell, 

it burns a little bit. What is it 

you were telling us, needs to 

be protected? (2.5) Ásdís? 

13 Ásdís Nennir þú að HÆTTA? ÞAÐ 

ERU FLEIRI HÉRNA INNI 

EN BARA ÉG! 

Will you STOP? THERE ARE 

MORE STUDENTS IN HERE 

THAN JUST I! 
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14 Trausti Nei, ég heyri bara í ykkur 

tveimur. Hinir virðast allir 

vera að fylgjast með. Þess 

vegna spyr ég þig núna 

(bendir á Ásdís og Sylvíu). 

Ólafur? 

No, I only hear the two of you. 

All of the others seem to be 

paying attention. That is why I 

am asking you now (pointing 

finger at Ásdís and Sylvía). 

Ólafur? 

15 Ólafur Eh ég veit það ekki. Eh, I don’t know. 

16 Trausti Þór? Þór? 

17 Þór Erfðaefni= Genetic material= 

18 Trausti =Erfðaefnið. Frábært. 

Hárrétt. Það var orðið sem 

mig vantaði. Hvað gerir 

erfðaefnið? Til hvers er það? 

Genetic material. Super. 

Exactly. That was the word I 

was missing. What does 

genetic material do? What is it 

for? 

 
In turn 12 Trausti reformulated the answer without evaluating it before 

reformulating his question a fourth time this time angling only for genetic 
material as answer. After a short pause he directed his question at Ásdís. 
Like in segment 1 this request for information simultaneously functioned as a 
request for the action of starting to pay attention. The teacher repeated the 
request because Ásdís had not responded to the original request by starting to 
pay attention. Such a repeated request works as a challenge of Ásdís 
according to Labov and Fanshel’s rule of repeated requests (1977, p. 95). 
Ásdís reacted emphatically with an indirect request directed at the teacher, 
asking him to stop, thus defending herself from Trausti’s challenge. Trausti 
first refused her request, and then expanded his refusal with an account as to 
why he asked both girls repeatedly, before quickly retreating from the 
situation by naming the next student.  

Another interesting part of this interaction was the use of pronouns by 
both participants. Ásdís used the adjective/personal pronoun fleiri/more when 
referring to other students present in the classroom. It is unclear whether she 
meant all students or her friend who was as inattentive as she was. The 
teacher answered by using the personal pronoun ykkur tveimur/you two thus 
referring to the two of them and thereby separating them from the rest of the 
class which he accentuated in the next sentence when he mentioned hinir/the 
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others. By solidarising himself with all other students he accentuated the 
girls’ obligation to conform. 

Since the aforementioned next student could not fill in the missing piece 
of Trausti’s proposition, the teacher named another student which could fill 
in the proposition by answering erfðaefni/genetic material. 

Segment 3 started with Trausti evaluating the answer positively by 
repeating it and then complimenting the student providing it. He asked the 
same student an open-ended question about the function of genetic material 
which that student could not answer. Then he directed this question at Sylvía, 
the other inattentive student, by converting it into a yes-or-no question. 
Sylvía had either not paid attention or not understood the question as 
evidenced by her request for clarification: Ha/what? The teacher repeated his 
question by converting it back again to an open ended question. Sylvía 
answered his question with a simple nei/no thus answering his previous yes-
or-no question (Table 3.8).  
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Table 3.8 Transcript of third segment of episode featuring topical 
questions used to control student behaviour: Trausti’s classroom 

Turn Speaker Talk (Icelandic) Talk (English translation) 

18 Trausti =Erfðaefnið. Frábært. 

Hárrétt. Það var orðið sem 

mig vantaði. Hvað gerir 

erfðaefnið? Til hvers er 

það? 

Genetic material. Super. 

Exactly. That was the word I 

was lacking. What does 

genetic material do? What is 

it for? 

19 Þór Ekki hugmynd. No idea. 

20 Trausti Veit það einhver? (1.5) 

Sylvía, veist þú það? 

Does anybody know? (1.5) 

Sylvía, do you know it? 

21 Sylvía Hvað? What? 

22 Trausti Hvað gerir erfðaefnið? What does genetic material 

do? 

23 Sylvía (flissar) Nei. (chuckles) No. 

24 Trausti Ásdís? Ásdís? 

25 Ásdís HÆTTU AÐ SPYRJA 

BARA MIG! 

STOP ASKING ONLY ME! 

26 Trausti Jóhannes? Jóhannes? 

27 Jóhannes Ég veit ekki. I don’t kow. 

28 Trausti Erfðaefnið stjórnar því 

hvað fruman gerir, allar 

frumur. Ef erfðaefni fer í 

steik þá getið þið fengið 

krabbamein. Krabbamein= 

Genetic material controls 

what the cell does, all cells. If 

the genetic material gets 

fried, you can get cancer. 

Cancer= 

29 unidentified 

student 

=Ef erfðaefnið fer í?= =If the genetic material gets 

fried?= 

30 Trausti =Steik, eyðileggst, 

skemmist, breytist. 

Litarefni er að verja 

erfðaefnið. Ef erfðaefnið 

ruglast þá bara veit fruman 

ekki hvað hún á að gera. 

Ókei? Og Þór, leðurhúðin? 

=Fried, destroyed, damaged, 

changed. Pigments protect 

the genetic material. If the 

genetic material gets 

confused the cell doesn’t 

know what it is supposed to 

do anymore. Okay? Now Þór, 

dermis? 
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Despite the differences in their responses both students Þór and Sylvía had 
in common that they treated Trausti’s question like common display 
questions. Ásdís, at whom he directed the question next by simply calling her 
name, however, did not. She commanded him in a loud voice to stop asking 
only her. By doing so she reacted to the challenge outstanding from segments 
1 and 2 and by challenging the teacher in this way she realised a bald FTA. 
The teacher retreats from Ásdís’ challenge by quickly moving on and naming 
another student. 

During the episode analysed above Trausti asked the two students Ásdís 
and Sylvía what I have termed topical questions to control student behaviour. 
However, while he directed a yes-or-no question and a rather divergently 
formulated question at Sylvía (turns 22 and 24) his questions directed at 
Ásdís were formulated in a convergent way and permitted only one right 
answer (turns 2 and 4). 

Torfhildur used topical questions five times to control student behaviour. 
Once she used a confirmation check to make a student aware of the swear 
word he had used. Three times she used the open-ended question Hvað segið 
þið/What do you say to make an inattentive group of boys pay attention. The 
incident I will analyse is the one formally closest to the episode in Trausti’s 
classroom. This is because she asked a display question here formulated as 
yes-or-no question that could easily be answered had one paid attention 
during the ongoing classroom discussion. Preceding the episode is a 
discussion about the danger of inserting objects into the auditory canal during 
which the boys in the back seemingly did not pay attention. 
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Table 3.9 Transcript of episode containing a topical question used to 
control student behaviour: Torfhildur’s classroom 

Turn Speaker Talk (Icelandic) Talk (English translation) 

1 Torfhildur Já, ég veit það. Þetta er 

svona. Við gerum þetta, við 

tökum sem sagt, en það má 

bara fara og taka yst rétt, 

það á ekki að fara inn í 

eyrun. 

Yes, I know that. That’s the 

way it is. We do that, we 

take, one is only supposed 

to go and take the 

outermost, one is not 

supposed to go inside the 

ear. 

2 Student Nei, nema með dropar. No, unless you use drops. 

3 Torfhildur Já. Er það nokkuð, Pétur og 

Jóhann? 

Yes, isn’t that so, Pétur and 

Jóhann? 

4 Jóhann Sorry [svo]? Sorry? 

5 Torfhildur Á maður nokkuð að gera 

það? 

Is one supposed to do this? 

6 Jóhann Nei. No. 

7 Torfhildur Nei. No. 

8 Pétur Það fer eftir hvort maður 

vilji það eða ekki. 

It depends on whether one 

wants it or not. 

9 Torfhildur Vel svarað, vel svarað, já. 

En ókei, hérna 

eyrnamergurinn sem sagt 

hann smyr hlustina og hann 

líka hreinsar út hlustina og 

hann, hann á að gera þetta. 

Well answered, well 

answered, yes. The earwax, 

like we said, it lubricates the 

auditory canal and it also 

cleans out the auditory canal 

and it is supposed to do that. 

 
One of the two boys reacted to Torfhildur’s question by uttering a 

clarification request. Torfhildur reacted to this by rewording the question 
without adding any modifiers. Despite not making formal attempts to 
mitigate her question, she changed it from the noncommittal and thus hard to 
answer er það nokkuð/isn’t that so to the narrower and therefore easier to 
answer á maður nokkuð að gera það/is one supposed to do this. The latter 
question, despite formally being a yes-or-no question, is usually answered 
negatively. Thus she gave the boys a way out which they took by answering 
rightly nei/no. The tone of Torfhildur’s voice in the recording implied that 
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she was not completely satisfied with Jóhann’s answer because it lacked 
further explanations and she therefore could not be sure whether he had paid 
attention or only guessed right due to the way she had worded her question. 
Pétur then supplied an elaboration unprompted which made it seem more 
likely that the boys had indeed paid attention. Torfhildur reacted to his 
expansion by complimenting him for his answer. 

Teacher requests 

When making requests for actions (Searle, 1969, p. 66) speakers assess the 
seriousness of an FTA and choose from a range of options based on this 
estimation and on how direct they want to express themselves. The options 
they choose allow inferences about the social distance (D) between speaker 
and hearer, the relative power (P) of the hearer over the speaker, and the 
ranking (R) of impositions in particular cultural and situational contexts 
(Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 74). Thus requests are well suited to implore 
interactional aspects of teacher talk and individual differences between 
teachers. This chapter is organised by analysing requests from least to most 
direct. Teacher requests are transcribed without student responses in Tables 
3.10 and 3.11. 

Hints 

Hints are the least direct but also least clear form of requests. Therefore they 
require relatively little distance between teacher and students. Trausti and 
Torfhildur used hints very sparingly and Tinna did not use them at all.  

Conventionally indirect requests  

Conventionally indirect requests are clearer forms of requests and were more 
common than hints in all three classrooms. They were based on the hearer 
conditions of ability (R1-R2), willingness (R3-R8), and permission (R9). The 
examples are shown in Table 3.10. 
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Table 3.10 Transcriptions of indirect teacher requests 

Episode Teacher Icelandic English 

R1 Trausti Getur þú endursagt þetta í 

stuttu máli? 

Could you recount this 

briefly? 

R2 Tinna Getur einhver útskýrt fyrir 

mér lóðalína? 

Could someone explain for 

me perpendicular? 

R3 Tinna Viltu segja okkur/útskýra 

fyrir okkur? 

Would you tell us/explain 

for us? 

R4 Tinna Nennir þú að ýta þessu 

stóli/þessum stól/um 

þangað? 

Would you mind pushing 

this chair there? 

R5 Torfhildur Nennir þú að fara yfir á 

næstu? 

Would you mind going to 

the next slide? 

R6 Trausti Nennir þú að hætta þessu? Would you mind stopping 

this? 

R7 Tinna Eruð þið tilbúin aðeins að 

skoða það? 

Are you willing to look at 

this a bit? 

R8 Tinna Ætlar þú að skoða þetta 

eitthvað? 

Will you look at this 

somewhat? 

R9 Tinna Má ég klára að lesa upp? May I finish the roll call? 

 
In the introduction the main distinction between questions and requests 

was that the former were a sub-form of the latter aimed at the elicitation of 
information while the latter were either defined as any “attempts on the part 
of the speaker to get the hearer to perform some kind of action or cessation of 
action” (Ellis, 1992, p. 5) or as attempts to get the hearer to provide any 
goods or services (Halliday and Matthiesen, 2014, p. 136). By looking at 
episodes R1-R3 it becomes clear that even this distinction can collapse when 
the request states the provision of information explicitly. Utterances such as 
R1, R2, and R3 can either be classified as conventionally indirect requests 
based on the hearer based conditions willingness and ability or as requests for 
information, i.e. display questions formulated in a mitigating way. The 
ambiguity lies in whether one emphasises the sought after information or the 
act of providing this information. This ambiguity is reflected in the fact that 
some semantically similar utterances are discussed in the chapter on 
questions and in this chapter. 
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The main difference between episodes R1 and R2 was that Trausti 
directed his request at a certain student while Tinna directed it at the class as 
a whole. By addressing no one in particular the ranking of the imposition of 
her request is much smaller.  

All teachers appealed to students’ willingness at some point when making 
indirect requests using the construction nennir þú/would you mind. However, 
R6 posed a much bigger imposition and therefore risk of face loss because it 
demanded the cessation of a student’s action whereas R5 and R6 were polite 
requests for help. Tinna used conventionally indirect requests based on hearer 
willingness most often (R6-R9) and often interspersed them with modifiers 
such as minimisers (R7) or hedges (R8). By doing so she reduced students’ 
risk of face loss even more. That she used this very indirect strategy when 
asking students to return assignments that include calculations next lesson 
(R7) or to request of them to start working on an assignment (R8), i.e. for 
requests constituting small impositions, showed her mitigating style of 
making request. This can also be seen in the fact that she was the only teacher 
who made a conventionally indirect request based on hearer permission (R9) 
when she asked students whether they would allow her to finish the roll call 
by being quiet, albeit this utterance might have been ironical to some extent.  

Conventional indirectness using speaker based conditions was much rarer 
than indirectness being based on hearer conditions and only appeared once 
during all recordings. Tinna once made a request using the construction það 
sem ég vil að þið gerið/what I want you to do. 

Direct requests 

Direct requests were usually either made in order to get students to stop 
doing something or to get them to listen or pay attention. A list with the 
transcriptions of representative requests is transcribed in table 3.11.  
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Table 3.11 Transcriptions of direct teacher requests 

Episode Teacher Icelandic English 

R10 Tinna Við skulum hafa hljóð. We shall be quiet. 

R11 Tinna Við skulum láta símana 

niður. 

We shall put the phones 

down. 

R12 Torfhildur Við skulum hlusta. We shall listen. 

R13 Torfhildur Þið þurfið að hlusta aðeins 

lengur. 

You need to listen a bit 

longer. 

R14 Trausti Þú verður að fylgjast með! You have to pay attention! 

R15 Torfhildur Þannig að ég ætla að biðja 

þig um að setja símann þinn 

niður og fylgjast bara með 

okkur. 

Therefore I will ask you to 

put the phone down and just 

pay attention to us. 

R16 Trausti Svaraðu mér skynsamlega! Answer me reasonably! 

R17 Trausti Ekki gera þetta! Don’t do this! 

R18 Trausti Settu þetta í töskuna! Put this in your bag. 

R19 Torfhildur Hlustið þið aðeins lengur Listen a bit longer. 

R20 Torfhildur Hlustið þið! Listen! 

R21 Tinna Slökkvið þið! Turn them off! 

R22 Trausti Ekki! Don’t! 

R23 Torfhildur Strákar mínir, stoppa! Boys, stop it! 

R24 Tinna Allir símar niður! All phones down! 

R25 Trausti Arnór, duglegur! Arnór, diligent! 

 
The least direct form of direct requests, the evoking of hearer obligation, 

was used by all three teachers. When invoking student obligation, Tinna 
always used the first person plural. Thus she created a semblance of 
inclusiveness and lowered the force of her direct requests (R10-R11). 
Torfhildur used both the first and second person plural when calling upon 
student obligation (R12-13). When using the more direct second person she 
downtoned her requests by using modifiers such as aðeins/a bit. Trausti on 
the other hand used this kind of request for individual students and addressed 
students in the second person singular (R14). Another difference indicating a 
more mitigated approach by the two female teachers was that while Trausti 
mainly used the verb að verða/to have to, they avoided it and rather used the 
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softer að þurfa/to need to or að skula/to be supposed to. Altogether Trausti 
pursued the most direct strategy when evoking students’ obligation. 

Only Torfhildur used hedged performatives (R15). During the interview 
she said that she did so to purposefully mitigate her request for the reason 
that the addressee was a visiting student who did not know about the rules her 
request alluded to.  

All teachers used imperatives and elliptical phrases (R16-R25) albeit 
Trausti did so more often than the others.  

Most of the time imperatives were only used after less direct requests had 
failed to effect the desired action. For example Tinna’s request of students to 
put their phones down (R24) was only made after a milder direct request 
based on student obligation had not had the desired effect. Only after the 
more polite request failed did she issue the more direct elliptical phrase. 

3.3 Thematic analysis of interviews 

In this chapter I portray the views participants expressed during the 
interviews I held with them after having analysed the video recordings. 
Therefore this chapter mainly deals with responding to the third research 
question, i.e. how teachers and students view teachers’ use of questions and 
requests from an interactional perspective. In order to be able to compare all 
participants’ views on given subjects I will usually present teachers’ and 
students’ views simultaneously. I am straying from the transcription 
procedures used during the pragmatic analysis. Instead of translating 
participants’ responses word for word I summarise them in-text and only 
depict the original Icelandic utterances as transcripts. This is done to facilitate 
the flow of the chapter and deemed appropriate because the emphasis of this 
chapter is not a pragmatic but a thematic analysis of participants’ views. To 
protect students’ anonymity they are numbered: Trausti’s students received 
the numbers 1-6, Torfhildur’s numbers 7-13, and Tinna’s numbers 14-19. 

Teacher and student awareness of non-cognitive functions of 
teacher questions 

Cognitive functions of teacher questions dominated the answers to my initial 
question about the functions of teacher questions. All six participant groups 
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talked about a variety of them while only one teacher and one student group 
mentioned non-cognitive functions of teacher questions. All six participant 
groups mentioned some form of checking student comprehension as a 
function of teacher questions. This was therefore much more common than 
questions used to initiate student thinking. Only Tinna talked about this 
during her initial answer and named it the most important function of her 
questions. However, the two remaining teachers and two student groups 
mentioned this aspect later on in response to the function of display questions 
(Trausti) or genuine questions (all else). Only Trausti’s students did not talk 
about this at all. The non-cognitive function Trausti mentioned was checking 
how students feel, especially at the beginning of lessons. 

 
Trausti: Stundum er maður líka að tékka, hvernig líður þér, þú veist, 
maður segir bara, maður spyr en er ekkert endilega að spyrja, hvað er 
tveir plús tveir, bara gá, svarar hann mér, er hann að horfa á mig, 
hvernig líður? 

 
The only non-cognitive function students initially mentioned came from 

Tinna’s students and was about a previous teacher, who asked students that 
did not pay attention questions he knew they would not be able to answer. 
They also said that Tinna did not use this kind of question asking, which is 
congruent with the recorded lessons. 

The controlling of student behaviour through topical questions came up 
during the discussions with Trausti, Torfhildur, and their students after they 
were shown videos showing the respective teachers using questions in this 
way (cf. chapter 3.2). Trausti and his students evaluated the function of his 
question similarly, i.e. that he asked the student because he was aware that 
she wasn’t paying attention. 

 
Trausti: Hún hefur verið að gera eitthvað og ég hef verið að láta hana 
vita, ég sá þig gera þetta, ég vil það ekki, ég spyr þig til að stríða þér. 
Það var ábyggilega, ég hef gert það oft. 
Trausti: Ég er að reyna að fá þær til þess að hætta að tala og fylgjast 
með. 
Student 1: Hann er örugglega að spyrja Ásdísi af því að hún er 
örugglega í símanum og ekki að fylgjast með. 

 
Torfhildur and her students were also in agreement with respect to the 

purpose of the question directed at the inattentive boys, i.e. that they were 
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being asked because they did not pay attention. The students elaborated that 
the questions were formulated thus that they were easily answerable for those 
who paid attention. They also said that she used this kind of questions often 
and that the boys signalled deference by answering with repeated yesses. 
Later on they said that the questions were not only to check whether students 
paid attention, but also to make them pay attention. 

 
Torfhildur: Þeir eru ekki að hlusta, þá skellti ég spurningu á þá, af því 
að þeir voru ekki að hlusta, þeir voru ekki með. 
Student 10: Þarna var hún að tékka hvort þeir voru að fylgjast með. 
Student 11: Hún gerir það dálítið oft. Þeir eru dálítið oft ekki að 
fylgjast með og spjalla bara og svo kemur svona skot, og þá svona er 
það ekki, strákar, og þeir bara, jú, jú, jú. 
Student 12: Hún spyr þannig að ef þú ert að fylgjast með þá veist þú 
hvað hún er að spyrja um en ekki ef þú varst ekki að fylgjast með. 

 
Both teachers added this aspect to the functions they ascribed to their 

questions when they were asked again at the end of the interview, albeit in a 
different way. Trausti evaluated his behaviour in a more negative way, 
calling it the setting of traps, i.e. directing questions at students who don’t 
reckon that they will be asked at that point in time. Torfhildur, on the other 
hand, called her behaviour guiding before using the more ambiguous term 
stjórna, meaning both controlling and commanding. 

 
Trausti: Líka þessar gildrur þarna, sýna þeim að þau geta verið spurð, 
líka þegar þau halda að þau verði ekki spurð. 
Torfhildur: Já, náttúrulega auðvitað ég áttaði mig ekki á því að 
stundum er ég að stýra með spurningum, með því að, stjórna með 
spurningum. 

 
Two further major social functions teachers and students ascribed to 

teacher questions during the discussion of the recordings were the inclusion 
of students in general and the soliciting of contributions from certain student 
groups. Torfhildur’s students stated that she used questions to include them 
instead of solely lecturing. Both Torfhildur and her students said that she 
used questions to promote contributions from the fewer and less active boys, 
explicitly allowing them to join class discussions. Tinna made a similar 
remark in answering the question why she had chosen a certain female 
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student, i.e. that the male students in the class were more active and she 
wanted the girls to participate more. 

 
Student 11: Þetta er líka dálítið mikið, við stelpurnar erum bara að 
svara og þeir sitja aftast og spjalla eða hlusta ekki, þannig að það er til 
að reyna að fá þá með í umræður. 
Torfhildur: Þarna var ég í rauninni að, að kveikja á strákunum, þú 
veist, þið megið alveg segja, þannig að ég var að hleypa þeim að. 

 
A common feature of both Trausti’s and Torfhildur’s style of talk was the 

use of humourous, often rhetorical questions. Video clips of such episodes 
were shown during the interviews to find out whether participants ascribed 
any purpose to such teacher utterances. Participants were differently 
forthcoming with ascribing purposes to them. Trausti’s students volunteered 
that the purpose of his remarks might be to keep the lessons going and fun 
and to keep everyone happy. Torfhildur’s students said that she tried to 
entertain the students and make learning more interesting. Torfhildur said 
that it was to lighten the mood and get students to relax. Trausti was not as 
forthcoming with ascribing social purposes to his joke. Only after probing did 
he come around to consider lightening the mood as a purpose. 

  
Student 2: Til að halda tímanum gangandi, skemmtilegum í staðinn 
fyrir að hafa hann leiðinlegan. Hann er að reyna að vera fyndinn til að 
halda öllum glöðum. 
Student 7: Hún er að reyna að skemmta okkur til að gera námið 
áhugaverðara. 
Torfhildur: Kannski að tengjast. Og ég held að sko ef þú reynir að hafa 
gaman í tímum, þá, held ég, að það hjálpi til við að læra. 
Trausti: Það er bara til að létta andrúmsloftið, gera þetta aðeins 
skemmtilegt, fá þau aðeins til að hlægja, slaka á. 

Awareness of nuances in teacher request use 

Students of all three teachers showed an awareness of the nuances with which 
teachers made requests. Trausti’s students called a conventionally indirect 
request starting with nennir þú að/would you mind to (R1) a command but 
were undecided with regard to the less direct getur þú/can you (R4): one 
student also called it a command while another student saw meeting the 
request as optional. 
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Torfhildur’s students made a distinction between a more mitigated direct 
request using a performative like ég ætla að biðja þig að/I will ask you to 
(R14) and the use of the imperative in hlustið þið/listen (R20) calling only 
the latter a command. Tinna’s students called a conventionally indirect 
request like eruð þið tilbúin að skoða það/are you willing to look at this (R7) 
giving advice while they called an elliptical direct request like símar 
niður/phones down a command. Trausti was at first less aware than his 
students of the differing force of his requests but when asked agreed with the 
notion that he consciously worded requests by using interrogatives in order to 
lessen their force. When asked of his role during these exchanges he called it 
yfirvald eða lögga/authority or police. Torfhildur was very aware of her 
strategies in the two examples she was shown. She consciously softened the 
force of her request by using a performative with the soft verb að biðja þig/to 
ask you because it was directed at a visiting student who was not as conscious 
of the rules he was breaking with his behaviour as her regular students would 
have been. The instance when she issued a demand was with reference to 
clearly existing rules. She said that the urgency of her message outweighed 
considerations of politeness in that instance. 

Tinna consciously used indirect requests because she preferred to ask 
rather than to command. In her opinion this strategy worked better because it 
was more likely to make students want to want what she is asking of them 
than if she were to use direct requests. She connected her requesting 
behaviour to the schools discipline policy called Jákvæður agi/Positive 
discipline which emphasises student responsibility. By using questions she 
also tried to minimise the power gap between herself and her students. She 
felt less need to be polite and more comfortable with using direct requests 
when requesting actions clearly sanctioned by existing rules such as when 
asking students to put their phones down. During all interviews students 
agreed with the causes that made teachers issue requests in the shown 
episodes stating that the rules were clear and should be obeyed.  

Students’ perceptions of teacher questions  

All participants were asked about students’ perceptions to the different 
teacher question categories they were shown in the video clips. The main 
theme emerging from the student interviews was their fear of embarrassment 
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when not knowing the right answer. Students were afraid that not knowing 
the answer would make them look stupid in their peers’ eyes. 

 
Student 18: Þú ert kannski, þú veist, hræddur um að segja vitlaust og 
það er, það er ekkert gaman. 
Student 10: Maður heldur að allir hinir, skilur þú, viti þetta. 
Student 17: Þú vilt ekki líta út fyrir að vera heimskur ef þú veist ekki 
spurninguna. Þá náttúrulega telur þú sjálfan þig sem heimskan eða 
þannig eða aðrir gera það. Þú vilt bara líta út eins og allir aðrir. 

 
This fear of embarrassment was exacerbated when questions were 

directed at individual students. 
 

Student 4: Það er meira svona pressa á mann ef maður er spurður. 
Student 11: Ef hún labbar aðeins nær þér og svona horfir á þig, þá er 
maður svona (setur upp hræðslusvip/makes afraid face). 

 
Students were aware of the difference in wording and force between 

display and genuine questions in this respect. Most students were more 
comfortable with answering genuine questions which they called opinion 
questions because they felt that they allowed them more freedom in 
answering and they therefore felt less vulnerable than when being asked 
convergent display questions. 

 
Student 12: Maður er hræddur kannski við að það sé rangt í fyrsta 
(referring to display questions). 
Student 7: Þú veist oftast ekki svarið, það er skemmtilegra að sjá þetta 
fyrir sér (referring to genuine questions). 

 
Another factor adding to the insecurity felt by students when being 

confronted with teacher questions was that they had difficulties in 
comprehending questions. One of Trausti’s students found his question style 
confusing and took exception to the teacher’s practice of reformulating his 
questions. 

 
Student 1: Hann spyr mjög oft ruglandi spurningar. Bara orðar þær svo 
skringilega. Maður veit ekki alveg hvernig maður á að svara því. Hann 
breytir alltaf svona þannig séð hvað við eigum að gera. 
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The effect misunderstandings or a lack of familiarity between teacher and 
students had on their perception of their teacher’s questions featured 
prominently in the interview with Tinna’s students. They said that that 
unfamiliarity made it difficult to interpret teacher questions rightly and that 
they often did not feel confident when answering her questions. They said 
that they were less stressed during the lessons of the teacher preceding Tinna 
because they knew him much better. 

 
Student 17: Það er örugglega mun erfiðara að svara spurningum hjá 
Tinnu af því að við þekkjum hana mun minna. 
Student 16: Þér finnst miklu þægilegra að tala fyrir framan fólk sem þú 
þekkir heldur en kannski þú þekkir ekki neitt. 
Student 16: Þá var maður miklu minna stressaður þegar maður þekkti 
kennarann miklu betur, þá var miklu auðveldara að svara. 

 
The same student group emphasised that each teacher created a certain 

atmosphere in their classrooms and that they were especially stressed when 
answering Tinna’s questions because they perceived the atmosphere in her 
lessons as not being calm. 

 
Student 19: Þar er menning inn í bekknum eftir kennurum. Kennarinn 
býr mjög mikið til, hvernig það er að vera í tímum. Það er líka það að 
þetta er ekki svona rólegt hjá Tinnu, þetta er meira svona að þú verður 
að svara spurningu annars deyrð þú. 

 
However, not all students mentioned this fear of embarrassment and some 

mentioned positive perceptions of teacher questions. One student said she did 
not experience any pressure and another student talked about the joy of 
answering rightly. 

 
Student 7: Mér finnst það er engin pressa ef þú veist það ekki. 
Student 17: Ef þú segir rétt þá líður þér mjög vel. 

 
Student groups had opposing opinions when being asked about whether 

they felt that teacher questions as a teaching method promoted student 
participation. The students of Torfhildur reported a positive effect:   

 
Student 10: Það er miklu skemmtilegra að vera í tímum þar sem að þú 
færð líka að segja eitthvað, ekki bara að hlusta á kennarann.  
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Student 11: Mér persónulega finnst ég læra meira ef hún spyr okkur 
heldur en ef við erum bara að lesa í bókum. 

 
Trausti’s and Tinna’s students, however, predominantly reported negative 

effects of teacher questions on student participation. Trausti’s students said 
that they paid less attention when they knew that the teacher was asking 
individual students in turn and they were unlikely to be called upon as long as 
they did not disturb the lesson.  

 
Student 1: Maður er ekki eins mikið að hugsa um svarið ef það er spurt 
einhvern ákveðinn. 

 
Trausti’s and Tinna’s students generally did not want to be asked 

questions they did not know the answer to (in contrast to Torfhildur’s 
students) and said that they either tried to hide not knowing or at least 
restrained themselves from venturing a guess to what the answer might be. 

 
Student 1: Ef það er eitthvað sem við vitum kannski ekki þá viljum við 
helst ekki vera spurð af því. 
Student 19: Ég meina maður vill ekki láta neinn vita að maður veit 
ekki eitthvað, þannig að maður felur það.  
Student 17: Svo ef einhver segir ertu með svar við þessu, þá segir þú 
svona neeeii. 

 
In order to learn more about students’ perception of teacher questions they 

were presented with a quote by Rowland (2000, p. 115) about classroom 
pragmatics:  

 
Spurningar sem kennarinn spyr nemendur sína eru ekki verkfæri til að 
finna sannleikann, þær eru frekar gildrur til að afhjúpa fávisku. 
The questions teachers ask their pupils are not searchlights focused to 
reveal truth, but traps set to expose ignorance. 

 
Despite the harsh wording none of the student groups rejected the quote. 

All groups referred to at least one teacher they knew whose questioning style 
featured such questions. Trausti’s students identified the incident with Ásdís 
as an example of the teacher setting a trap.  
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Student 1: Sumir kennarar eru bara leiðinlegir og vilja bara gera þig 
vandræðalega fyrir framan allan bekkinn. Eins og hann var að spyrja 
Ásdísi áðan, hún klárlega vissi ekki svarið og hann veit það alveg. 

 
Most of the students focussed on the exposing ignorance aspect of the 

quote thus neglecting the trap setting part of it when they found the exposing 
of ignorance to be a systematic and necessary characteristic of teacher 
questions and some felt that being made a fool of made them remember 
incidents and thus content better. They perceived it as a good thing to be 
shown their own knowledge gaps. 

 
Student 19: Kennarinn verður að vita að nemandinn viti ekki, þannig 
að hann geti kennt honum. 
Student 10: Sumum náttúrulega myndi finnast þetta óþægilegt, skiluru, 
en mér væri alveg sama. 
Student 7: Ef þú veist þetta, þá er það frábært, ef þú veist það ekki þá 
bara ertu að læra.  
Student 7: Maður man það kannski betur ef maður gerir sig aðeins að 
fífli. 

Teachers’ assumptions regarding students’ perceptions 

The teachers perceived Rowland’s quote differently. Both female teachers 
stated that they would never willingly set traps for students. Tinna said she 
would not want to make them feel bad or demean them for a lack of 
knowledge and Torfhildur was even more pronounced by calling the 
described teacher behaviour as very ugly. 

 
Tinna: En ég held ef ég hugsa bara fyrir sjálfan mig þá líður mér ekki 
vel með það að vera, þú veist, að láta þeim líða illa eða, þú veist, eða 
gera lítið úr þeirra þekkingu. 
Torfhildur: Mér finnst þetta nú ljótt. Ég myndi aldrei kippa einum upp 
á töflu og þú veist af því að ég veit að hann er ólesinn eða veit hann 
veit ekki. Það er rosalega ljótt. 

 
In the example she chose to illustrate her point, Torfhildur talked about 

calling a student to the front. This implied that she might not view questions 
directed at inattentive students as a setting of traps. Although Tinna said that 
she would not use questions to set traps she also said that students might 
perceive the extensive use of display questions in this way. 
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Tinna: Ég upplifi allavega ekki þannig að maður sé að setja þau í 
gildru. Auðvitað náttúrulega eins og fyrstu tvær gæti maður hugsanlega 
túlkað hjá sumum kennurum sem nota það mjög mikið að sé pínu verið 
að setja gildrur. 

 
Trausti on the other hand was at first surprised by the quote but then 

related it to himself and the incident with Ásdís. He stated that the purpose of 
questions he directed at individual students were mixed and that they, 
depending on the context, ranged from allowing students to elaborate over 
checking whether they were paying attention to making requests of students 
to pay attention.  

 
Trausti: Það er eitthvað í þessu. Ég var með gildru þarna þegar ég var 
að spyrja. Þetta er illa gert. Veistu ég er að reyna að stríða þeim til þess 
að þær geri það ekki aftur. 
Trausti: Ég geri þetta stundum. Stundum vill maður, þetta er 
greinilega, þetta er svolitið blandað. Stundum er maður bara að skoða: 
varstu að fylgjast með? Stundum er ég með gildru, akkúrat svona: þú 
skalt fylgjast með, annars lendir þú í vandræðum. Og stundum: veistu 
eitthvað meira? Þannig að það er blandað. 

 
Trausti and Tinna were aware of the stress and fear of embarrassment 

students perceived in the face of teacher questions and named them as one 
effect of teacher questions on students along with others like creating an 
eagerness to answer. Tinna was most aware of student perceptions in this 
regard and differentiated between stress levels of display and genuine 
questions and when she was directing questions at individual students. 
Trausti mentioned that students might be stressed about that they might seem 
dumb in their peers’ eyes. Torfhildur did not refer to student stress with 
regard to her questions. 

 
Tinna: Sumir eru mjög spenntir að koma og láta vita að þeir viti 
eitthvað og vilja svara. Aðrir einhvern veginn, akkúrat þegar kennarinn 
fer í þennan gír að vera að spyrja akkúrat svona staðreyndaspurningar, 
þá hverfa sumir alveg og örugglega hugsa ekki spyrja mig, ekki spyrja 
mig. 
Tinna: Ef ég bara set mig í þeirra spor eins og maður var sjálfur sem 
nemandi þá gat maður alveg verið pínu stressaður þegar kennarinn var 
að spyrja akkúrat svona spurningar. 
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Tinna: Hugsanlega fyndist þeim þetta þægilegra. Þú veist, auðvitað 
náttúrulega setur maður þá pínu svona undir pressu samt, skilurðu, af 
því að ég er til dæmis að spyrja hana beint, segi nafnið hennar. 
Trausti: Ætli það sé ekki blandað. Þetta er allt of hratt, heyri ég. Ég er 
ekki viss um að það fatti allir spurninguna. Sumum finnst örugglega 
stressandi að reyna að svara og halda að þeir viti ekki svarið. Það er 
alltaf þannig. 
Trausti: Það er örugglega stressandi að svara og hérna og bekkurinn 
gæti fattað að þú vitir ekki. 

 
Whether or not teachers viewed their talk as a possible source of 

misunderstandings was different between teachers. Their views in this regard 
emerged from their overall responses as well as in response to a direct 
question in that regard. Both female teachers were aware of the fact that what 
they intended with their questions and what students perceived didn’t always 
align with each other. Torfhildur reported that how students interpreted the 
purpose of her questions was highly individual and depended on their 
mindsets. She also said that she sometimes perceived that students perceived 
her differently from how she had intended. 

 
Torfhildur: Ef nemandi er í einhverju hugarástandi og er að hugsa 
kannski eitthvað annað þá túlkar hann það sem þú segir öðruvísi heldur 
en þú varst að meina þetta. 
Torfhildur: Þetta fer allt eftir hugarástandi þess sem er að hlusta 
hvernig hann túlkar það sem þú segir. Stundum sér maður þetta á þeim 
að þau hafa misskilið. 
Torfhildur: Þá fór ég og sótti nemandann og bara nú þurfum við aðeins 
að tala saman. Hérna, þú veist, ég upplífi þetta svona, hvað fannst þér 
hvað heyrist þér, ég var að meina? Þá þarf maður að leiðrétta það. 

 
Tinna let this awareness shine through in her comments on how she 

supposed students might experience teacher display questions using 
expressions like if I put myself in their shoes. She also reported that she 
restrained from using irony in class because of concerns how her words 
might be interpreted. 

 
Tinna: Ég nota ekki kaldhæðni við nemendur. Mér finnst það ekki eiga 
heima, við nemendur upp á bara, maður veit aldrei, þú veist. Maður 
notar ekki kaldhæðni yfir hóp þegar maður veit að þau hafa 
mismunandi reynslu og, þú veist, bakgrunn. Maður veit aldrei hvort 
maður er fara yfir línuna með það. 
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As mentioned above alluded Trausti to student stress in the face of teacher 
questions but did not make further remarks that showed a high degree of 
awareness of how students might perceive teacher questions differently from 
how they were intended to. His main explanation for the occurrence of 
misunderstandings in the classroom was that the students had a limited 
vocabulary which might prevent them from comprehending teacher 
questions. 

 
Trausti: Þau hafa ekki sama orðaforða. Ég reyni að hafa stuttar 
setningar, einföld orð en þau skilja ekki alltaf það sem við erum að tala 
um. Þannig að orðaforðinn er bara ekki sá sami. 

 
All teachers reported positive effects of teacher questions on student 

participation – in contrast to a number of mainly Trausti’s and Tinna’s 
students – especially when compared to pure lecturing. Torfhildur made the 
caveat that it worked in this class but also said that in other classes with more 
student needs there was not enough participation to make this work. Trausti 
understood the question as relating to the behaviour controlling aspect of 
questions and felt that questions increased participation through increasing 
student attentiveness by keeping them on their toes. 

 
Tinna: Já, algjörlega. Ef við tökum muninn á því hvort maður er að 
varpa fram spurningum eða vera eingöngu að fara með einhverjar 
upplýsingar. Já, ég held að það sé bara mjög skýrt. 
Torfhildur: Í þessum hópi já. Ef bekkurinn er með svona samsetningu 
eins og þessi bekkur er, þá er það mjög gott. Þá eru allir að fylgjast 
með, þá eru allir saman í þessu og þá geta þau fylgst með. En þetta er 
ekki alltaf hægt. 
Trausti: Já, ég held eins og með þarna Sylvíu og Ásdísi, þau sjá þetta 
gerast, þetta er leiðinlegt og ég er leiðinlegur og maður gerir þetta 
svona einu sinni, tvisvar og svo næst þá yfirleitt gerist það ekki. 
Kannski einu sinni eða tvisvar, í þriðja skipti þá eru allir búnir að læra 
þetta. Og það virkar svona í að halda niðri.  

Perceptions of teacher authority 

In order to get a clearer picture of how teachers and students perceived the 
inner workings of their respective classrooms all participants were asked 
about what factors played a role in teachers maintaining their authority. Their 
answers could be distilled into five themes. According to the participants the 
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main factors playing a role in teachers maintaining their authority were the 
institutional rootedness of their authority, teacher respectfulness of students, 
student enjoyment of lessons, teacher competence, and communication inside 
the classroom.  

Institutional framework 

Trausti’s students wanted their teachers to be in charge. Torfhildur’s students 
mentioned that she was situated above them but qualified their statement by 
saying that she did not misuse her power. They further justified teacher 
authority by alluding to the fact that they themselves wanted rules to be 
followed. 

Torfhildur stated that there was never any question about who was in 
charge but connected this with the respecting of students. Tinna also 
connected institutional power with respect albeit in a different way. While 
Torfhildur did not see being visibly in charge and having mutual respect as 
exclusive. Tinna on the other hand felt that it was important not to be too 
high above her students because in her view mutual respect originated from 
having a connection with her students. 

 
Torfhildur: Ég náttúrulega kenni bara unglingum og ég reyni alltaf að 
koma fram við unglinga að virðingu en ákveðni þannig að þar er 
eiginlega aldrei spurning hver okkar ræður en ég ætla að hlusta samt á 
þig. 
Tinna: Mér finnst allavega mikilvægt að, þú veist, vera einmitt ekki of 
mikið yfir, af því að ég túlka það ekkert endilega það að maður sé 
eitthvað yfir þau hafin að maður hafi virðinguna. Þú veist, mér finnst 
það frekar að það að ná tengslum og, þú veist, kynnast þeim og allt 
þetta persónulega þá komi þessi gagnkvæma virðing, skilurðu? 

Teacher’s respectfulness of students 

The importance of respectfulness that both teachers talked about above was 
explicitly mentioned by all participants with the exception of Torfhildur’s 
students who nevertheless implied it when talking about how Torfhildur 
communicated with them. Different participants worded it differently as 
politeness, being nice, and being fair. 
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Student enjoyment of lessons 

Students respected teachers more whose lessons they found enjoyable. 
Tinna’s students talked about that they enjoyed lessons more when teachers 
showed interest in the subject matter of their lessons. Torfhildur’s students 
mentioned in this respect varying teaching methods, use of humour and that 
these aspects made them respect their teacher more.  

 
Student 7: Mér finnst ef það er skemmtilegt í tímum hjá þeim og 
skemmtilegt að læra, þá ber ég miklu meiri virðingu fyrir þeim. 

 
The only teacher talking about enjoyment as reason for students 

respecting their teacher was Torfhildur who equalled student enjoyment with 
student engagement and said that she used humour in this regard. She also 
said that she used self-depreciative humour to appear less removed from the 
students and thus make it easier for them to trust her and look for her help. 

 
Torfhildur: Sérstaklega fyrir unglinga á þessum aldri: ef það er gaman 
þá nenni ég að gera það en ef það er leiðinlegt þá nenni ég því ekki. 
Torfhildur: Ég geri grín líka að sjálfum mér til þess að segja þeim, ég 
er ekki fullkomin, þannig að þið þurfið ekki heldur að vera það. 

Teacher competence 

The only source of teacher authority alluded to by all participants and 
featuring often prominently in discussions was teacher competence. The 
student group that emphasised this point the most was Trausti’s. They said 
that the sort of teacher they respected the most were strict, well-organised 
teachers with profound subject knowledge. However, they illustrated this 
point by describing their English teacher and explicitly said that they 
respected Trausti less because he was so unorganised. Trausti on the other 
hand said that he put effort into being prepared and on time. 

 
Student 1: Til dæmis, enskukennarinn okkar, er, held ég, bara virt af 
öllum, af því að hún veit bara nákvæmlega hvað hún er að gera. 
Student 2: Trausti, hann er svo óskipulagður. Það er kannski af því við 
berum ekki alveg jafn mikla virðingu fyrir honum. 

 
Torfhildur’s students also referenced the importance of teachers’ being 

organised and having deep subject knowledge. Although they were aware of 
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the limitations of teachers’ subject knowledge in general they would not 
challenge Torfhildur with regard to facts. Torfhildur concurred that having 
subject knowledge was important in order to be able to maintain authority but 
said that she was not afraid to admit not knowing and using this to search for 
answers with students.  

 
Student 7: Hún veit alveg nákvæmlega hvað hún er að tala um og ekki 
við. Þannig að við ætlum ekki að fara að rífast við hana um það. 
Torfhildur: En ef ég myndi aldrei vita um hvað málið snerist þar sem 
ég á að kenna þeim, þá væri ég náttúrulega fljót að missa virðingu 
mína. Þannig að fagþekking skiptir mjög miklu máli en þau ætlast samt 
ekki til þess að þú vitir allt. 
Torfhildur: Þau eru mjög fljót að því að átta sig á því að þú veist ekki. 
En þau bera líka virðingu fyrir því að, ef þau koma með spurningu og 
ég segi frábær spurning en ég veit bara ekki svarið við henni, við 
skulum bara hjálpast að við að finna það.  

 
Virtually the same, i.e. having subject knowledge and being able to admit 

not knowing was mentioned by Tinna. She added being organised and being 
consequent as being important for maintaining teacher authority. Her students 
talked very little about teacher competence. One student implied that teacher 
knowledge was less important than being interested in a subject and sharing 
this enjoyment with the students. 

 
Tinna: Maður fær örugglega fyrir það virðingu ef maður einmitt segir 
að maður ætlar að gera eitthvað og maður gerir það. 
Tinna: Ef þau spyrja eða, að maður hefur einhver svör, en það þarf líka 
að vera samt á þeim forsendum að auðvitað höfum við ekki öll svörin 
og, þú veist, maður þarf að vera nógu sterkur til að standa í lappirnar 
og segja bara ég ætla að kanna þetta og svara því í næsta tíma. 
Student 15: Þau eru svona áhugasamir um námið en, þú veist, eins og 
Tinna hún er svona, hún er lærður eitthvað svona eðlis- eitthvað, en 
hún er ekki rosalega mikill, svona áhugasöm um þetta. Hún fer eftir 
bókinni en ekki neitt meira. 

Communication inside the classroom 

Torfhildur and her students talked extensively about how communication 
plays a role in maintaining teacher authority while Trausti and Tinna only 
touched upon this subject and their students did not talk about it at all. 
Participants were not especially probed in this regard when talking about 
teacher authority. 
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Trausti mentioned the importance of watching his wording thus 
referencing the importance of communication for not letting teacher-student 
relationships deteriorate but did not talk about positive impacts of 
communication for their interaction. Tinna cautiously talked about how her 
readiness to ask open ended questions from the front of the class might make 
students respect her. 

 
Trausti: Ég reyni að passa, hvað eigum við að segja, orðalagið. 
Tinna: Það að geta staðið samt fyrir framan töfluna og geta spurt 
opinna spurninga og svona og reynt að vera að spyrja þau pínu svona 
þeirra skoðana frekar en að spyrja staðreyndarspurningar, ég held að 
það gæti alveg, þú veist, gefið þeim virðingu fyrir manni. 

 
Torfhildur talked about communication as a tool to maintain authority: by 

emphasising the importance of listening to students, of allowing them to 
express themselves, of acknowledging their views, and of admitting own 
mistakes, students became more willing to follow her lead and accept her 
decisions even if they ran contrary to their own opinions.   

 
Torfhildur: Ég ætla að hlusta samt á þig, þú mátt alveg segja það sem 
þér finnnst. Og ég líka vanda mig, ef ég hef rangt fyrir mér, sem gerist 
alveg, þá viðurkenni ég, já, vel gert hjá þér, það er auðvitað rétt hjá 
þér. 
Torfhildur: Maður þarf að hlusta, fyrst og fremst, það er að hlusta á 
það sem þau hafa að segja. Leyfa þeim að tjá sig en svo get ég sagt, ég 
heyri hvað þú segir en ég ætla að hafa þetta svona. Og þá segja þau 
bara ókeí, það er þitt val, af því að þú ræður. 

 
Her students concurred to a remarkable degree with her and touched on 

most of the same points. They talked about the importance of Torfhildur 
listening to them and participating in discussions unrelated to the curriculum. 
They also did not feel like she was situated above them or that she 
commanded them to do things. Rather they felt that she convinced them of 
doing things the right way. 

 
Student 10: Og svo ef við þurfum að tala um eitthvað allt annað, hún 
tekur þátt í því. Hún er ekki að bara að loka umræðum. Hún er ekki, þú 
veist, hættið að tala um þetta og haldið áfram að vinna. 
Student 7: Hún talar ekki svoleiðis við okkur eins og hún sé eitthvað 
hærra en við. 
Student 10: Hún er basically að skipa okkur aldrei. 
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Student 11: Hún segir samt aldrei, þú átt að gera svona, hún segir 
alltaf, þú veist, það er betra að gera þetta svona, þetta ætti í rauninni að 
vera svona. 
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Summary of results 

Teachers were in an interactionally elevated position during all lessons. Like 
Oliveira (2008, p. 11) I found evidence for this elevation in prevalent 
discourse structures and the way teachers asked questions and made requests. 
Most common was an IRE discourse structure (Mehan, 1979, p. 55) where 
teachers initiated sequences by asking a question, received student answers 
often limited to single words and then evaluated student answers normatively 
before initiating the next sequence. This elevation was most discernible for 
display questions where the teacher not only has an information advantage 
but also, as has been shown by Edwards and Mercer (1987, p. 142), 
prescribes students answers to a great degree by asking questions in a certain 
way. The teachers’ interactional elevation was less pronounced when they 
asked genuine questions. 

There were gradual differences with regard to the frequency teachers used 
display, intermediate, and genuine questions. Trausti was most direct by 
using display questions most frequently while Tinna was least direct by 
asking the most intermediate questions. The main difference between 
teachers’ use of questions from an interactional point of view was whether 
they preferably addressed the whole class (Torfhildur) or switched between 
addressing the whole class and individual students (Trausti and Tinna). 
Another difference between teachers was whether or not they used topical 
questions to control student behaviour at any time. Trausti and Torfhildur did 
so while Tinna did not.  

There were differences in the frequency and way with which teachers 
made requests of their students. Torfhildur made fewer requests of her 
students than the other two teachers did. Albeit all teachers used indirect 
requests to some extent, Tinna did so most frequently. She often used 
conventionally indirect requests based on students’ willingness to comply 
and mitigated them even further by using modifiers such as minimisers and 
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hedges. Both Tinna and Trausti used direct requests by reminding students of 
their obligations, but whereas Tinna’s where always addressed at the class as 
a whole, Trausti’s were sometimes addressed at individual students thus 
carrying more force. All teachers used imperatives and elliptical phrases and 
did so with a higher frequency than Dalton-Puffer (2005, p. 1285) found for 
Austrian teachers in adolescent CLIL classrooms. Most of such direct 
requests were made to either get students to pay attention or stop behaviour. 

Like Oliveira (2009, p. 424) I found that teachers (and students) were 
initially focussed on cognitive aspects of their questions during the 
interviews. The perception of the interactive functions of questions usually 
did not emerge until participants were shown episodes where teachers used 
topical questions to control student behaviour. All participants were generally 
aware of coarse differences between the functions of display, intermediate, 
and genuine questions and of the degrees of directness of different kinds of 
teacher requests. Differences in views between teachers and students surfaced 
when confronted with Rowland’s (2000, p. 115) quote about teacher 
questions. Teachers viewed the message of the quote, i.e. that teachers use 
question to expose their students’ ignorance, either critically or self-critically 
while students saw the exposing of ignorance as an essential function of 
teacher questions. Accordingly, the main theme emerging from interviews 
with students with regard to how they perceived teacher questions was a fear 
of being embarrassed in front of their peers. The two student groups that had 
to answer individually addressed questions viewed the statement that teacher 
questions promote student participation negatively. Aspects that participants 
viewed as essential for teacher authority were its institutional roots, teacher 
competence, teacher respectfulness of students, enjoyment of lessons, and 
good communication. 

4.2  Personal reflections and comparisons to the 
literature 

In this study I tried to look at how teachers used questions and – to a lesser 
extent – other requests from an interactional point of view and whether the 
three teachers chosen at random would differ in this regard. The second angle 
of this study was to see how teachers’ conceptualisations of their question use 
matched their students’ perceptions. 
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The interactional role of teacher questions 

That teachers’ questions and requests attest to their interactional elevation 
does not come as a surprise. Being a teacher of adolescents contains not only 
knowledge transmission but also – at least to some extent – taking charge. 
One of the foci of this study was on how questions are used in this respect. 

Science teachers of adolescents have an information advantage over their 
students most of the time. It is therefore normal that they know the answers 
to questions asked of their students, especially when using questions as a 
teaching method in contrast to solely transmitting teaching styles. Such 
display questions can also be used as tools to construct student knowledge 
and don’t exclude the parallel use of genuine questions. However, display 
questions can impact student participation negatively due to the following 
factors. Firstly, when teachers fail to ask clear questions, e.g. when they 
formulate questions like cloze tests with at times multiple gaps that students 
are expected to fill (Wellington & Osborne, 2001, p. 32), their information 
advantage grows exponentially. Not only do they have the information aimed 
for but only they can be sure what exactly this information consists of. I 
showed one example of such a questioning manner in one of Trausti’s lessons 
where he asked for two independent concepts in one questions and even 
altered them when repeating his question, which confused the students (cf. 
Table 3.7). Secondly, when display questions are worded in such a way as to 
prescribe their answers (Edwards & Mercer, 1987, p. 142) they accentuate 
the interactional gap between students and teachers and downgrade students 
to sounding boards whose answers often contain only single words. This kind 
of question asking was common in both Trausti’s and Torfhildur’s 
classrooms and is exemplified in episode D3 (cf. Table 3.3) where Torfhildur 
corrected a group of students answering rightly because they did not answer 
in exactly the way she had anticipated. Blanton, Westbrook, and Carter 
(2005, p. 11) argued that teachers placed cognitive boundaries on their 
students by posing leading questions in this way. A third factor in  the use of 
display questions that accentuates the interactional difference between 
teachers and students is when they are used in inflexible IRE sequences 
(Mehan, 1979, p.55) , that is when student answers are being evaluated but 
not used for further elaboration. Instead the teacher initiates the next 
sequence, either by asking another display question or by proceeding with the 
lesson.  
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All three teachers talked about the importance of respecting students 
during their interviews. It is therefore safe to assume that politeness 
considerations play a role in their behaviour, i.e. that the universals of polite 
language use found by Brown and Levinson (1987, p. 60) extend into their 
classrooms. This entails that they are interested in maintaining their students’ 
face and therefore in mitigating the directness of their display questions. I 
found that teachers achieve this through the use of what I have termed 
intermediate questions because they are situated between the two main 
interactional question categories proposed by Oliveira (2008, p. 265), i.e. 
display and genuine questions. To put it bluntly I defined intermediate 
questions as display questions wrapped in genuine packaging: when one 
removes the wrapping paper one finds a display question. Nevertheless, their 
formulation using e.g. prefaces like what do you think or is there anyone in 
here who knows can reduce their illocutionary force either through aiming at 
students’ opinions or making their answering optional and can therefore 
decrease students’ fear of answering wrongly.  

Whether or not intermediate questions accomplish mitigation depends at 
least to some degree on whether they are directed at the class as a whole (like 
in the examples above) or at individual students. When intermediate 
questions are directed at individual students, the use of prefaces and hedges 
can become pragmatically insincere. Asking a student do you maybe want to 
answer after having selected him linguistically accentuates gratuitousness 
when in fact the student cannot refuse to answer without losing face to some 
degree and students sense this contradiction (cf. episode I5 in Table 3.4).  

The question category intermediate questions is hardly uniform from an 
interactional point of view since it ranges from questions that make explicit 
their purpose, i.e. determining students’ state of knowledge, all the way to 
questions that only feign gratuitousness: successfully used intermediate 
questions reduce the interactional gap between teachers and students while 
unsuccessfully used ones only mask its existence. The rationale for putting 
them all in one category is that the teacher makes an effort, whether 
successful or not, to mitigate the directness of requests for knowledge 
display. 

Whether or not display and intermediate questions facilitate student 
participation is also impacted by whether they are being asked of individual 
students or the class as a whole. For me it was a somewhat surprising 
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outcome of this study that the nominating of individual students leads to 
diminished student participation. At least that was the argument made by 
students during the interviews. They admitted to stopping paying attention 
when their teachers ask individual students in a routine manner thus that 
students can be sure they will not be asked at any point in time unless they 
give the teacher a reason to do so by disturbing the class. Although questions 
addressed at individual students can also function to some extent as a didactic 
device that keeps the lesson going without the teacher being constantly 
lecturing, this function is much more in the foreground when questions are 
directed at the whole class. Torfhildur almost solely addressed her questions 
this way and this led to often several students answering her questions at 
once. Of course this kind of back and forth between teacher and multiple 
students works best when questions are asked in a way that limits answers to 
single words or short sentences. Done this way student participation is 
synchronously promoted while also being restricted to short, predetermined 
answers. A side effect of promoting student participation in this way is that 
students become so engaged that the need for regulative teacher talk 
diminishes. This was reflected in the relatively low number of requests 
Torfhildur made during lessons. Another side effect of the singling out of 
students is that it increases students’ anxiety of being embarrassed in front of 
their peers when answering wrongly. I will come back to this in the chapter 
on perceptions of teacher questions below. 

Both Trausti and Torfhildur used topical questions to control student 
behaviour. Although such questions were rare during the recorded lessons 
they are not infrequent in their classrooms according to statements made by 
Torfhildur’s students and Trausti himself during the interviews. While 
Torfhildur used this approach a few times without the classroom interaction 
ever escalating, the single time Trausti used it the situation escalated to the 
point that he issued a face threat in the form of a reprimand to which the 
student Ásdís reacted vehemently by issuing a face threat in the form of a 
direct request commanding him to stop asking her. Although there may be a 
multitude of non-pragmatic reasons for why the interaction escalated only in 
Trausti’s classroom, e.g. the student’s mood that day or the overall quality of 
their relationship, I am arguing that there is also a pragmatic reason. The 
display question he asked had a single right answer and was therefore suited 
to expose Ásdís inattentiveness. Trausti himself likened his questioning 
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behaviour to what Rowland (2000, p. 115) described as the setting of traps to 
expose students’ ignorance. Torfhildur, on the other hand, either used yes-or-
no or open-ended topical questions when determining whether students had 
paid attention and sometimes even gave them hints as to what the right 
answer might be. Thus she used this kind of questions to reel in students 
while Trausti used them – possibly inadvertently – to penalise students. It is 
not a big leap to assume that the use of questions in this way exacerbates 
student anxiety and is thus detrimental to the facilitation of student 
participation. 

Teacher request use 

Applying the categorisation of English requests along a gradient of their 
directness proposed by Blum-Kulka et al. (1989, pp. 17-19) and Trosborg 
(1995, p. 205) to Icelandic requests worked well. There are Icelandic 
equivalents for all categories and they carry illocutionary forces comparable 
to their English equivalents. Similar to the study by Christiane Dalton-Puffer 
(2005, p. 1290) I found that teachers make requests for information in a 
considerably more direct fashion (i.e. ask questions) than they make requests 
for actions. While teachers frequently ask questions without the application 
of any modifiers (cf. the discussion about display questions), they usually use 
indirectness devices when making requests for actions. Nevertheless, teachers 
in this study made far more direct requests than the teachers in Dalton-
Puffer’s study on Austrian CLIL classrooms. While the Austrian teachers 
used commands only six times during 330 minutes of recorded lessons 
(Dalton-Puffer, 2005, p. 1285), Icelandic teachers made 30 direct requests 
during 275 minutes of teacher-centred lessons. Some of the difference might 
be explained by the fact that the students in her study were slightly older 
(ranging from 16-19 years of age) than in this study. However, another 
explanation for the difference might be that Icelandic teachers use a more 
direct style and that direct requests are therefore more common in Icelandic 
than they are in Austrian German whose socio-pragmatics are more oriented 
towards downtoning confrontation (Meier, 1995, p. 166). 

All three teachers used the majority of their requests for getting students 
to either stop doing things or to get them to pay attention to the class. 
Teachers were varyingly deferential in their use of requests. Trausti was most 
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direct, e.g. used direct requests frequently, while Tinna mitigated her requests 
using conventional indirectness and often mitigating them even further using 
modifiers. The difference in directness between these two teachers’ question 
uses reflects the differing directness they showed when asking questions: 
Trausti was more direct there as well. I am proposing two complementary 
explanations for why Tinna’s request use is less direct. The one she alluded 
to during the interview is that she is consciously using interrogative request 
forms because she believes that adolescents are more likely to comply if they 
are asked for something than if they are requested to do it. She anchors this 
belief in the school’s discipline policy Jákvæður agi/Positive discipline, 
which appeals to students’ rationality when managing student behaviour. 
Another possible explanation for why she uses less direct request strategies 
can be found in Brown and Levinson’s (1987, p. 76) theory for how 
interactants calculate the weightiness of impositions they put on others by 
requesting something from them. Since teacher requests in all three 
classrooms were made for similar purposes, i.e. to get students to cease using 
their phones, cease disturbing class or start paying attention, we can assume 
that the requests carry similar rankings (R) in all three classrooms. The 
reason for her more indirect request use then has to lie in one or both of the 
other addends: power and distance. I argue that both of them are higher in her 
classroom than in Trausti’s and Torfhildur’s and that distance is the decisive 
factor. The students’ relative power over her is higher than in the other 
classrooms because she is a considerably younger teacher and at the end of 
her 2nd year on the job while the other two have taught for twenty plus years. 
Her students were also one year older than in the other two classrooms. The 
distance between her and her students is much higher since Trausti and 
Torfhildur had taught their respective classes (and been their class teachers) 
for more than six months while Tinna had just recently started teaching her 
students. To summarise, her more mitigating requesting style might on the 
one hand be due to the fact that the power dynamics in her classroom are less 
asymmetric and that there is more distance between her and her students and 
on the other hand due to the fact that she consciously reduces the weightiness 
of her requests in order to seem less authoritative and to persuade students to 
meet her requests.  
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Discussion of differences and commonalities of teachers question 
and request use 

There are certain differences between the three teachers with regard to how 
they use questions and requests from an interactional point of view. The 
reasons for these differences are manifold and probably include idiolectal 
preferences as well as individual interactional styles. The latter aspect, i.e. 
whether teachers interpret social constellations in their classrooms in 
different ways was one focus of this study.  

Trausti’s interactional style can be characterised as the most direct one. 
This is reflected in the fact that he used display questions and direct requests 
most frequently. Tinna’s interactional style is the least direct one which is 
reflected in her more frequent use of intermediate questions and indirect 
requests. Torfhildur is in between the two of them in both categories. Another 
aspect of Tinna’s indirectness is that she refrained from using topical 
questions to control student behaviour while the other two used such 
questions. Torfhildur’s interaction with her students is different from both 
Trausti’s and Tinna’s because she almost exclusively addresses her questions 
at the class as a whole while the other two nominate individual students as 
well. That Torfhildur’s approach works is of course dependent on students’ 
willingness to answer teacher questions, a student characteristic that was less 
pronounced in the other two classrooms. Whether the teacher is responsible 
for this by holding lessons and creating a classroom culture that makes 
students want to participate or whether Torfhildur’s student group is special 
to begin with in this regard cannot be answered either or. That her students 
are eager to learn and participate is attested to both by Torfhildur when she is 
comparing them with less eager groups and by the willingness and 
outspokenness they exhibited during the interview. That Torfhildur’s persona 
and teaching style plays an important role in students’ willingness to 
participate in her lessons was evidenced by how much admiration they 
showed for her lessons and her personally during the interview. 

However, having said all this, the commonalities between the teachers 
outweigh the differences between them. One of these commonalities is that 
requests for information are made in a comparably more direct way: the use 
of display questions all teachers had in common shows that they often don’t 
feel the need to modify their questions, probably because requests regarding 
students’ knowledge states are sanctioned by their institutional role. Another 
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commonality might be unremarkable in its obviousness but nevertheless 
attests to the dominance of commonalities over differences in teachers’ 
interactional styles. All classrooms exhibit discourse structures with 
asymmetrical distributions of knowledge, power, and speaking rights.   

To conclude, although differences between teachers’ question and request 
use attest to the fact that they interpret social constellations in their 
classrooms differently, these differences are rather subtle when compared to 
the commonalities between their classrooms where they enact their social 
role as teachers and perform the accompanying cultural practices in a similar 
way. 

Perceptions of teacher talk 

While most participants were aware of the differences between indirect and 
direct teacher requests, the interactional dimension of teacher questions was 
not at the forefront of their minds. This is in accordance with what Oliveira 
(2009, p. 424) found for American science teachers who viewed their 
questions as predominantly cognitive in nature. 

Student fear of being embarrassed in front of their peers by answering 
teacher questions incorrectly featured prominently and can therefore be 
called a perlocution especially of display questions in science education. 
Other factors that played into student anxiety were a lack of familiarity with 
the teacher and a tense classroom atmosphere. Students viewed the exposing 
of ignorance contained in Rowland’s quote (2000, p. 115) as a systematic 
characteristic of teacher questions. All of these perceptions together 
conformed to the fact that a majority of students viewed teacher questions as 
having a negative impact on their participation during lessons. 

Teachers’ assumptions of students’ perceptions differed at times heavily 
from the perceptions students gave voice to. Both female teachers discounted 
Rowland’s quote and especially Torfhildur did not at all relate it to herself 
thus discounting the possibility of her questions functioning in this way. 
However, both female teachers also talked about the possibility of being 
misunderstood by students. Trausti on the other hand related Rowland’s 
quote to himself in a self-critical way. All teachers alluded to student anxiety 
but minimised its importance to differing degrees. Accordingly, all teachers 
viewed teacher questions as facilitating student participation. However, 
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Trausti felt that his questions supported students’ participation through 
keeping them down to some extent (utilising e.g. topical questions used to 
control student behaviour) thus creating a hushed classroom atmosphere with 
fewer disturbances. It is evident that acting in a way according to this view, 
i.e. to use questions in this way, is probably not beneficial to student 
participation when students report anxiety in the face of direct teacher 
questions, the view that exposing ignorance is a systematic feature of teacher 
questions, and their strategic avoidance of having to answer teacher 
questions.  

The fact that students react to teacher questions with anxiety and voice 
that they are a detriment to student participation should give teachers pause. 
Most of us who have been stressed in an educational setting would sign the 
notion that feeling stressed does not help with concentration and therefore 
learning and should consequently be avoided as much as possible in the 
classroom. Nevertheless, ways have to be found to elicit students’ responses 
and increase their participation. 

Improvement suggestions 

I am not making the point that display and intermediate questions are 
obsolete. Rather they are a necessary tool that teachers use for a multitude of 
purposes not the least of which is determining students’ prior knowledge as a 
starting point for their teaching. However, I am proposing strategies teachers 
can use to minimise the interactional gap which is often a side effect of 
display questions and haplessly used intermediate questions. By more often 
formulating their questions in an open ended way teachers allow students 
more space to answer and thus increase their interactional position. For the 
progress of the lesson and the guiding of students’ learning it is necessary 
that students receive some teacher feedback when answering teacher 
questions. Nevertheless teachers can try to refrain from evaluating student 
answers and thus students especially in whole class settings. Of course, 
incorrect answers have to be corrected in order for them to not become 
accepted knowledge inside the classroom. But this can be done using other 
kinds of feedback than evaluating answers as right or wrong, e.g. through 
guiding the student through further questions towards an acceptable answer. 
Thus teacher-student interaction becomes more cohesive, extends into 
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prolonged IRFRF sequences (Mortimer & Scott, 2003, p. 41) and in this way 
evolves into forms comparable to the more level verbal exchanges that exist 
outside the classroom. Teachers should avoid singling out students unwilling 
to answer because this increases students’ anxiety. They should also refrain 
from using sequential forms of questioning because it leads to students 
knowing they won’t be asked as long as they don’t disturb the class or stop 
paying attention in a noticeable way. Asking volunteering students or the 
class as a whole avoids these pitfalls and can lead to more interaction. If this 
strategy is to succeed with questions that entail longer answers classroom 
procedures have to be put in place that govern turn taking. 

Another strategy to reduce the interactional divide between a teacher and 
his students is for the teacher to admit his own knowledge gaps. While both 
Torfhildur and Tinna talked about this strategy, Trausti did not mention it 
explicitly but concluded one question during the lessons by adding that he 
asked it because he did not know the answer. By asking such genuine 
questions teachers allow students to act as experts and thus elevate them 
interactionally. 

Teachers also have to maintain the awareness that their utterances can be a 
source of misunderstandings. One way to avoid misunderstandings, instead 
of asking students whether they understood, is to let them put into words how 
they understood certain utterances. Thus students can develop an intuitive 
understanding of the illocutionary and perlocutionary layers of 
communication. Teachers in return can become more aware of the student 
perspective of the classroom by learning about how their questions are 
perceived. This can help teachers to understand possible reasons for inhibited 
communication and lead to better communication where teacher intentions 
and student perceptions become more aligned   

I consider myself a transparent person and enjoy addressing the 
interactional and communication-based aspects of my classroom with my 
students. By that I mean that I like to discuss the societally based roles my 
students and I fulfil in the classroom and how we all use language in this 
aspect. By being transparent about these aspects I try to create a trustful and 
solidary atmosphere that is less conducive to misunderstandings. It is my 
hope that by being transparent in this way I can reduce the interactional gap 
between me and my students and assist them in becoming partners in 
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fostering a non-threatening atmosphere that emphasises solidarity and thus 
interactional symmetry.  

By becoming attuned to the way cognitively intended talk carries 
interactional weight, teachers can guide students without having to resort to 
regulative talk. Or to put it the way Torfhildur did so perfectly:  

 
Ef þú ert að vinna á þeirra forsendum, þá átta þeir sig á því, hún er með 
mér í liði og það er gott að elta hana. 
If you work according to their premises, they will understand that she 
is on my team and it’s good to follow her.  

4.3 Closing considerations 

Revisiting expectations 

My expectations for the outcome of the study before starting the data 
collection process were that teachers’ questions would underline their 
authority, that tension inside the classroom would manifest itself in teacher 
talk, and that students and teachers would differ in their perceptions of 
teachers’ questions. Lastly, I was uncertain about the extent to which 
interpersonal differences regarding interactional aspects of teacher questions 
and requests would manifest themselves in the data.  

The prevalence of mitigated and unmitigated display questions and the 
relative rarity of genuine questions answered my expectations in the first 
regard. Tension in the classroom manifested itself occasionally, e.g. during 
Trausti’s dispute with Ásdís or when students did not comply with Tinna’s 
repeated requests to put their phones down. In the aggregate, however, talk 
during lessons was rather tension free. 

Interpersonal differences with regard to how teachers used questions and 
requests interactionally were detectable but the spectra of directness they 
utilised overlapped to a great extent and I argued that some of Tinna’s more 
indirect style could be attributed to the fact that she had just recently 
overtaken her class. 

Students and teachers did differ in their perceptions of teacher questions. 
By stating that they experienced fear of embarrassment in the face of display 
questions and by attributing the exposing of students’ ignorance as systematic 
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characteristic of teachers’ questions, students differed considerably from 
teachers who viewed their questions more positively as facilitating student 
participation.  

Limitations of the study and recommendations for further 
research 

This study was situational insofar as it analysed the three teachers at a given 
point in time, i.e. when Trausti and Torfhildur had become well acquainted 
with their students while Tinna was just getting to know them. In order to 
examine whether Tinna’s less direct verbal behaviour was a result of her 
interactional style or rather of the lacking familiarity with her students, it 
would be useful to observe lessons at a point in time when she and her 
students have gotten to know each other better. The general value of such a 
study, were we to find out that she would approximate the directness of the 
other two teachers in that situation, would be to underline the commonalities 
in how teachers use questions from an interactional point of view.  

This study focussed on teachers’ roles inside the classroom, i.e. how 
teachers’ use of e.g. questions creates the interactional structure of the 
classroom. Thus it neglected the students’ role in supporting or weakening 
teachers’ authority. I touched upon this when I discussed that it was difficult 
to distinguish who played a more important role in the lively 
communicational back and forth that was a feature of Torfhildur’s lessons. In 
order to explore the students’ role in classroom interactions it would be 
interesting to either observe teachers interacting with different groups of 
students or to observe a number of teachers interacting with the same group 
of students.   

It is my personal belief that factors such as a teacher’s personality and the 
quality of his relationship with the students in his class outweigh the subject 
matter of lessons when it comes to impacting the interactional characteristics 
of a teacher’s questioning style. This belief is based on self-observation and 
the observation of a number of teachers during a recent traineeship at a 
medium-sized Icelandic school. However, in order to test this belief, and thus 
the applicability of the results of this study to other school subjects, it would 
be useful to observe and analyse teachers during the teaching of different 
school subjects. By juxtaposing a subject like mathematics, where a teacher’s 
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knowledge can be virtually exhaustive (in the primary school environment), 
with less restricted subjects such as science and social studies, one can try to 
isolate the impact a teacher’s subject knowledge has on the interactional 
characteristics of his questioning style. 
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Appendix 1 Interview guide for interview with teachers and students 

Mynd-
bönd 

Spurningar 

  Viltu segja örstutt frá þér: hversu lengi þú hefur starfað sem kennari, 
hvenær/hvar/hvað þú lærðir og hvort náttúrufræði var hluti af 
menntuninni, hver eru formleg tengsl þín við bekkinn, ertu umsjónar- eða 
fagkennari, fjöldi tíma, hversu lengi þú hefur kennt þeim 

  Voru spurningar eða var gildi þeirra eitthvað sem var fjallað sérstaklega 
um, annað hvort í háskólamenntuninni þinni eða í símenntun sem þú hefur 
farið í? 

o Undirbýrð þú spurningar fyrir tíma? 

  Hvernig myndir þú lýsa tengslum þínum við nemendur í bekknum sem ég 
fékk að fylgjast með? 

  Fannst þér upptökurnar hafa áhrif á þig í tímunum sem ég tók upp? 
o Á hvaða hátt? 
o Hvernig leið þér í tímunum? 
o Undirbjóstu þig öðruvísi fyrir þessa tíma? 
o Þurftir þú að breyta röð kennslustunda mín vegna? 

  Ef við hugsum um lífið fyrir utan kennslustofu, frímínútur o.þ.h.: hver er 
tilgangur almennra spurninga þar? 

o Hvers vegna spyrð þú einhvern spurningar? 

  En ef við hugsum núna um aðstæður í kennslustofunni: hver er tilgangur 
spurninga sem þú spyrð þar inni? 

o Af hverju spyrð þú nemendur spurninga? 
o Af hverju talar þú & tala kennarar almennt í kennslustundum? 
o Hvernig eru spurningar sem þú spyrð inni í kennslustofunni frábrugðnar 

spurningum sem spurðar eru/þú spyrð fyrir utan kennslustofuna?  

1a+1b  Display questions  
o Hér koma tvö myndbrot úr kennslustundum. Hver er tilgangur spurninga 

sem þú spyrð? Eða: hvað ert þú að gera og til hvers? 
 Hvernig heldur þú að nemendur skynji eða upplifi þessar spurningra (það 

sem ég meina: eru þau að hugsa um svörin, eru þau stressuð, er þeim 
sama)? 

 Hvert er hlutverk þitt þegar þú spyrð á þennan hátt?  Hvert er hlutverk 
nemenda þegar þú spyrð á þennan hátt? Eða hver er staðan þin, hver er 
staða nemenda þegar þú spyrð á þennan hátt? 

2a+2b  Sincere questions  
o Hér koma tvö myndbrot úr kennslustundum. Hver er tilgangur spurninga 

sem þú spyrð? Eða: hvað ert þú að gera og til hvers? 
 Hvernig heldur þú að nemendur skynji eða upplifi þessar spurningar? 
 Hvert er hlutverk þitt þegar þú spyrð á þennan hátt?  Hvert er hlutverk 

nemenda þegar þú spyrð á þennan hátt?  
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1a+1b, 
2a+2b 

 Samanburður display og sincere  
o Ef við berum saman fyrstu tvö dæmin, tekur þú eftir einhverjum mun á 

milli þeirra? Horfum aftur á spurningarnar. 
o Hvernig eru þær orðaðar?  
o Hver er tilgangurinn með þeim? 
o Heldur þú að nemendur upplífi þær á ólíkan hátt? 

3a+3b  Involvement 
o Hér koma tvö myndbrot úr kennslustundum. Hver er tilgangur spurninga 

sem þú spyrð? Eða: hvað ert þú að gera og til hvers? 
 Hvernig heldur þú að nemendur skynji eða upplifi þessar spurningar? 
 Hvert er hlutverk þitt þegar þú spyrð á þennan hátt?  Hvert er hlutverk 

nemenda þegar þú spyrð á þennan hátt?  

4a+4b  Topical questions to control student behaviour  
o Hér koma tvö myndbrot úr kennslustundum. Hver er tilgangur spurninga 

sem þú spyrð? Eða: hvað ert þú að gera og til hvers? 
 Hvernig heldur þú að nemendur skynji eða upplifi þessar spurningar? 
 Hvert er hlutverk þitt þegar þú spyrð á þennan hátt?  Hvert er hlutverk 

nemenda þegar þú spyrð á þennan hátt?  
 Trausti: Er einhver munur á því hvernig ólíkir nemendur bregðast við 

spurningunum þínum í seinna dæminu? 
 Torfhildur: Hvernig skilur Veigar spurninguna í fyrsta dæminu? 

5a+5b  Requests in question form 
o Hér koma tvö myndbrot úr tímunum. Í þetta skipti eru það ekki spurningar 

Hver er tilgangur þess sem þú segir? Eða: hvað ert þú að gera og til hvers? 
o Hvernig heldur þú að nemendur skynji eða upplifi dæmin? 
o Hvert er hlutverk þitt þegar þú talar á þennan hátt?  Hvert er hlutverk 

nemenda ? 
o Eiga þessi tvö dæmi eitthvað sameiginlegt? 

10a+ 
10b, 
5a+5b 

 Sýna þeim myndbönd með skipunum og spyrja: Hvað er þú að gera og til 
hvers? 

o Tinna: endursýna skipanir í gegnum spurningar og spyrja svo: Getið þið 
greint einhvern mun á því hvernig kennarinn setur fram beiðni/skipun 
sína….?? 

o Torfhildur (er ekki með skipanir í gegnum spurningar): Er einhver munur 
á milli skipananna: „Ég ætla að biðja ykkur“ og „Hlustið þið“? 

6a+6b  Parallel repetition 
o Ég tók eftir einu sem þú gerir í tímunum. Eitt af því var að kennarinn  

endurorðar spurningar sínar og gerir það stundum strax í kjölfar fyrstu 
spurningarinnar áður en nemandi hefur fengið tækifæri til að svara. Varstu 
var við að þú gerðir þetta? 

 Heldur þú að það sé einhver tilgangur með þessu? 

7a+7b  „Er það ekki“ 
o Torfhildur: Ég tók eftir því að þú endar oft setningar á „er það ekki“ eða 

„var það ekki“? Fylgstu með þessu. Varðstu vör við að þú gerðir þetta? 
 Heldur þú að það sé einhver tilgangur með þessu? 
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8a+8b  Úrdráttarorð 
o Tinna: Ég tók eftir því að þú notar mikið af úrdráttarorðum eins og bara, 

eitthvað, aðeins o.s.frv. Fylgistu með þessu. Varðstu vör við að þú gerðir 
þetta? 

 Heldur þú að það sé einhver tilgangur með þessu? 

  Almennt séð: Finnst þér að spurningar kennara/þínar örvi þátttöku 
nemenda í tímunum? 

o Fá spurningar þá til þess að hugsa, verða þau stressuð, þ.e.a.s. hvernig 
upplifa þau þær?  

o Ef við tökum dæmin sem við höfum horft á... 
o Í bók um spurningar kennara sem ég las heldur höfundurinn/einhver því 

fram að: „Spurningar sem kennarinn spyr nemendur sína séu ekki verkfæri 
til að finna sannleikann, þær séu frekar gildrur til að afhjúpa fávisku.“  

 Finnst þér þar vera sannleikur í þessu? Alltaf, stundum, aldrei? 
 Rökstyddu af hverju þér finnst það. 

  Kennarar hafa ákveðna virðingarstöðu gaganvart nemendum sínum. Hvað 
gerir þú til að viðhalda henni? 

  Í byrjun spurði ég ykkur þig um hver tilgangur/markmið spurninga 
kennarans væri almennt. Svörin þín voru... Er eitthvað sem þú myndir 
vilja bæta við það sem þið sögðuð þá? 

  Verkefnið mitt snýr sem sagt meðal annars að hvort misskilningur eigi sér 
stað milli kennara og nemenda. Ég er að spá í hvort það er eitthvað sem 
þið nemendur gerið sem kennarar misskilja oft? Eitthvað sem þau túlka 
oft öðruvísi en þið meintuð? 

  Hvernig myndi þú lýsa dýpt þekkingar þinnar á því sem var til 
umfjöllunar í tímunum?  

o Trausti: beinagrind, húð, taugakerfi 
o Torfhildur: eyrað, augað, getnaðarvörn 
o Tinna: þyngdarkraftur, vísindi, efnafræði 
o Heldur þú að þekking þín á tilteknu viðfangsefni hafi áhrif á hvernig þú 

spyrð spurninga? Á hvaða hátt? 

  Svo kemur lokaspurning: Er eitthvað sem þér finnst að þú gætir bætt í 
hvernig þú spyrð í tímum?  

o Getur þú hugsað þér leið til þess að fá nemendur til að vera meira með í 
tímunum? 

  Er eitthvað annað sem þig langar að bæta við? Eitthvað sem þér datt í hug 
en þú náðir ekki koma að? Langar þið að spyrja að einhverju? 
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Appendix 2  Generic copy of e-mail sent to students’ guardians askig for 
their consent 

Kópasker, 19. janúar 2017 

Sæl verið þið,       

Ég heiti Christoph Wöll  og er nemandi við kennaradeild  Háskólans á Akureyri. Ég er 
í meistaranámi í menntunarfræði til M.Ed.-prófs, og meistaraprófsritgerðin mín 
fjallar um spurninganotkun kennara í stærðfræði- og náttúrufræðikennslustundum. 
Leiðsögukennarar mínir eru: 

- Finnur Friðriksson, dósent í kennaradeild háskólans á Akureyri, netfang: 
finnurf@unak.is, sími: 4608575  

- Brynhildur Bjarndadóttir, Lektor á hug- og félagsvísindasviði háskólans á 
Akureyri, netfang: brynhildurb@unak.is, sími: 4608586 

Ég mun safna gögnum í þremur grunnskólum á Akureyri og varð ...skóli fyrir 
tilviljunarkenndu vali. Ég er búinn að tilkynna verkefnið til Persónuverndar og búinn 
að fá leyfi frá skóladeild Akureyrar, skólastjóranum og náttúrufræðikennaranum til 
að safna gögnum í bekk barnanna ykkar. En til þess að þetta verði að veruleika þarf 
ég auðvitað ykkar samþykki.  

Ég myndi safna gögnum á eftirfarandi hátt: 

- myndbandsupptaka af þremur kennslustundum: myndavélin beinist að 
kennara en það getur auðvitað verið að börnin ykkar verði í myndinni. 

- hópviðtöl við nemendur þar sem ég mun ræða brot úr 
myndbandsupptökum við þá 

Farið verður með allar upplýsingar sem trúnaðarmál og unnið verður úr viðtölunum á 

þann hátt að ekki verður hægt að rekja svör til einstaklinga. Öllum frumgögnum verður 

eytt þegar meistaraprófsverkefninu hefur verið skilað. 
 

Hér með óska ég eftir leyfi ykkar fyrir því að barnið ykkar fái að taka þátt í 
rannsókninni.  Barninu verður ekki skylt að svara öllum spurningum og ég mun 
ítreka rétt barnsins til að hætta eða neita að svara í viðtalinu þegar ég útskýri 
rannsóknina fyrir því.  . 

Ef þú vilt ekki að barnið þitt taki þátt í rannsókninni bið ég þig vinsamlegast að hafa 
samband við mig.  

Með fyrirfram þökkum, Christoph (netfang: ha150035@unak.is, sími: 8440433). 
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Appendix 3 Informed consent form signed by teachers 

Upplýst samþykki fyrir þátttöku í myndbandsupptöku af 
kennslustundum og viðtali vegna meistaraprófsritgerðar í 
menntunarfræði til M.Ed.-prófs við Háskólann á Akureyri. 

 
Meistaraprófsritgerðin mín fjallar um spurninganotkun kennara í 

stærðfræði- og náttúrufræðikennslustundum. Leiðsögukennarar mínir eru: 
 
- Finnur Friðriksson, dósent í kennaradeild háskólans á Akureyri, 

netfang: finnurf@unak.is, sími: 4608575  
- Brynhildur Bjarnadóttir, lektor á hug- og félagsvísindasviði háskólans á 

Akureyri, netfang: brynhildurb@unak.is, sími: 4608586 

Ég ætla mér að safna gögnum í þremur grunnskólum á Akureyri og varð 
...skóli fyrir tilviljunarkenndu vali. Ég er búinn að tilkynna verkefnið til 
Persónuverndar og búinn að fá leyfi frá skóladeild Akureyrar og 
skólastjóranum þínum til að safna gögnum í bekknum þínum en það er að 
sjálfsögðu háð því að þú leyfir mér það. 

 
Ég myndi safna gögnum á eftirfarandi hátt: 
 
- myndbandsupptaka af þremur  kennslustundunumhjá þér 
- hópviðtöl við nemendur þar sem ég mun ræða brot úr 

myndbandsupptökum við þá 
- einstaklingsviðtal við þig þar sem við munum ræða um sömu brot úr 

myndbandsupptökunum   

Öll gögnin eru eingöngu fyrir meistaraprófsritgerðina mína. Bara ég og 
e.t.v. leiðbeinendar mínir sjá myndböndin í heild og eingöngu þú og 
nemendurnar sjá brot úr þeim. Ég mun geyma myndböndin á flakkara sem er 
ótengdur netinu og eyða þeim að lokinni vinnslu (í haust 2017).  

Gögnum verður sem sagt safnað í þremur grunnskólum og tilgangurinn 
með þessum fjölda skóla er m.a. sá að ekki verði hægt að rekja einstök atriði 
til sérhvers kennara. Ég lofa þagnarskyldu og nafnleynd og mun skrifa 
ritgerðina þannig að það sé allt tryggt. 
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Þér er auðvitað ekki skylt að gefa mér leyfi til upptöku og viðtalstöku. 
Auk þess hefur þú eftirfarandi réttindi: 

- Þér er frjálst að stöðva upptöku hvenær sem er. 
- Þú mátt banna mér eftir á að nota upptöku í heild eða brot úr henni. 
- Þér er frjálst að hætta hvenær sem er í viðtalinu.  
- Þér er frjálst að neita að svara einhverri spurningu. 

Ég bið þig hér með um að ákveða hvort þú vilt taka þátt í rannsókninni 
minni. Ef þú hefur frekari spurningar getur þú haft samband við mig í 
gegnum tölvupóst (ha150035@unak.is) og síma (8440433). 

Virðingarfyllst, Christoph Wöll 
 
Mér hefur verið kynntur tilgangur þessarar rannsóknar og í hverju þátttaka 

mín er fólgin. Ég er samþykk/ur þátttöku. 
 
 
 

________________________                           ________________________ 
   Dagsetning      Undirskrift 

 

 
 


